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Abstrat
Sine the late 1970's, women's partiipation in Information Tehnology (I.T.) areers
has dropped from a high of 35% to a stubborn 20 ± 5% (NCWIT2016, 2016). This,
despite rapid growth in software engineering and assoiated I.T. elds, and an overall
deieny of I.T. workers (TEKSystems, 2017; USBLS, 2015a, 2015b).
This dissertation presents an analysis of ten interviews. All ten interviewees were
women with I.T. areers of at least ve years, though typially signiantly longer.
The analysis is presented through the lens of Max Weber's theory of Ständ, Class,
and Party, (Weber, 2015), Pierre Bourdieu's theory of Symboli / Soial / Cultural
apital (Bourdieu, 1984, 1985), Bourdieu's theory of Habitus (Bourdieu, Passeron, &
Nie, 1990), Andrew Abbot's views on professional identity (Abbott, 1988), and Éti-
enne Wenger's framework of Communities of Pratie (Wenger, 1998). The goal is to
understand better the norms whih govern I.T. ulture, show how these women have
suered under their imposition, yet thrived in their areers nonetheless.
Three major themes emerge from the interview analysis: early inuenes, loss, and
reovery. Early inuenes explain how the interviewees hose I.T. as a areer and il-
lustrates some of the basi, personal motivation whih still informs their deision to
pursue it. This setion also examines the role of friends and family, espeially the inu-
ene of fathers. The setion on loss arefully examines how the women internalized the
male-dominant I.T. ulture to their own detriment, how external fators reinfored this
internalization and habitual repetition, and the grief whih resulted. Finally, the essay
examines the fators by whih the interviewees reover from loss, inluding personal
resiliene, self-are praties, and the onstrution of women's support networks.
The essay onludes with some impliations for leadership, espeially in hanging
the I.T. ulture to make it more weloming and inlusive. Some ideas for further areas of
researh are also presented, inluding new strutures for I.T. leadership and professional
norms, and further researh into young male geek video gaming ulture as exemplied
in the Gamergate ase (Quinn, 2017).
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1 Introdution
My I.T. Story
My areer was an aident. I graduated from the University of St. Thomas in 1993 with
three majors (Frenh, Mathematis, and Psyhology) and no lear idea what to do next. I
spent the next ve years as a neurosiene researher at a VA hospital in Minneapolis, as
an intern at West Publishing, as a saristan at the Basilia of St. Mary, and as a youth
minister at a loal Catholi hurh. My youth ministry areer didn't end well, and I spent
several months paying my apartment rent as a UPS seurity guard, pulling seal bolts from
inoming shipping ontainers. Around that time, the I.T. job market began to heat up. By
1996, the Minnesota eonomy was well in the grip of an Information Tehnology (I.T.) boom
 the dot-om boom  where software programming jobs were plentiful and qualiations
minimal. After revising my resume to highlight my Math and omputer skills, and studying
the C programming language (Gookin, 1994), I applied for several I.T. jobs. After about
six weeks, I found a job at a loal software ontrating ompany. Within a year or so as a
professional software engineer, I deided to strengthen my redentials and earned an M.S.
degree in Computer Siene (graduating in year 2000).
My areer path is, well, weird, but sine my rst job as a onsultant in the late 1990s, it
has been very typial for white male software engineers my age. Modern neoliberal apitalism
turned my resumé into a game of hopsoth; I've been laid o several times and openly
red twie, but I've never been unemployed for more than six weeks at a time. I easily trade
war stories and swap LinkedIn.om onnetions with other men like me. Our experiene of
the I.T. industry has had its ups and downs, but it was never anything we ouldn't handle.
Despite moving from job to job, I've progressed from junior, to mid-level, to senior software
engineering positions without inident. My inome has oasionally stagnated, but I have
only taken a pay ut one. I have also been oered leadership positions, to take or leave as
I please.
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In my daytime professional life, I work with other white, Midwestern men like myself.
They seem like deent guys, most of them family men who hold moderate politial and
soial views. They seem very live-and-let-live, and I would ount myself as one of them.
I've navigated my areer as if it were mostly a series of jobs; my resumé reets any larger,
organized reality if there is one. Until reently, I've never had to give my areer path muh
thought.
Muh less frequently do I work with female software engineers, and I have known only
one Afrian-Amerian software engineer. I've always wondered about why this is, sine
many other professions seem  at least anedotally  to have a better gender balane. The
few times I have worked with female software engineers, I have beneted diretly from their
diversity of opinion and perspetive. I an't be alone in this regard. But sine this is so,
why is gender parity in I.T. so diult to ahieve?
A Brief Reetion
In about 2008, the U.S. housing market rashed due to some unsavory, santily-regulated
mortgage lending praties(U.S. Housing Bubble, 2019). The resulting eonomi reession
(U.S. Great Reession, 2019) aeted nearly all my friends' workplaes, and I was no ex-
eption. I was working as a onsultant, providing sta augmentation to some loal ompa-
nies' I.T. departments. It was surprisingly safe employment, though it meant I was nearly
onstantly looking for work; ompanies needed software engineers, but ouldn't ommit to
full-time employees.
One workplae I remember well was WebCo. WebCo was unique in one respet: I had
two female olleagues (Ivy and Connie) and the software development team reported to a
female manager, Franine. When I met my WebCo olleague Ivy for the rst time, she was
just returning from maternity leave. During Ivy's leave, I had been hired as a onsultant
software engineer. The diretor of the department I worked for, Franine, was impressed
with me to the point where she bought out my ontrat and hired me for an open Team
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Lead position. Like Ivy, I was already a senior software engineer, but I had never served
in a leadership position before. At the time, I was happy to be promoted and thought the
position was worth a try.
After working with her for several months, I disovered not only that Ivy was an aston-
ishingly good software engineer, but that she was eminently and obviously qualied for the
leadership position to whih I had been promoted; Franine had passed me over Ivy over
for promotion. The situation didn't work out  but not, perhaps, for the reason one might
expet. Promoting an evidently unqualied person (me) to leadership was symptomati of
Franine's more general mismanagement. Within three months, Ivy, Connie, and I had all
resigned and moved on to positions at other ompanies.
More reently, I was hired at TaxCo for a full-time position as a senior software engineer.
Shortly after I started there, I disovered that a olleague of mine, Luy, had been passed
over for promotion from mid-level (Programmer II) to senior-level (Programmer III). Rather
than promoting her, they had hired me. Yikes. This despite her manager Tom's high opinion
of Luy's work, and both of them reporting to a female diretor (Nany). I always thought
my experiene at WebCo was unfortunate, but at the time, I was able to blame the outome
on Franine. The episode with Luy, however, gave me pause. Both experienes were similar;
too similar to dismiss as a uke or the way it goes sometimes. The more I thought about
it, the more dierenes I ould identify between myself and my female olleagues' areers,
and the more learly my own professional privilege emerged. The privilege I enjoyed stood
in ontrast to the struggle my female olleagues had faed, to the point where it alled into
question the merit-oriented workplae ethi I had  until this point  aepted as natural.
A Roadmap
This dissertation will outline the ar of a typial areer in software engineering, and argue
the existene and signiane of sexism in I.T. I will provide a more omprehensive view of
the sholarly literature on sexism in I.T. and disuss ve major theories whih we will use
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to model women's experiene in I.T.: Max Weber's theory of St and, lass, and party, Pierre
Bourdieu's theory of symboli, ultural, and soial apital, Bourdieu's theory of Habitus,
Andrew Abbot's views on professional identity, and Étienne Wenger's soial theory of learn-
ing. We will examine Bourdieu's theories in some detail, as they will inform muh of how
we understand sexism in I.T.
Next, I will examine arefully the researh methodologies I will use to analyze ten in-
terviews with suessful women in I.T. I will then present an analysis of these interviews,
arefully applying the theories presented earlier. I will onlude the dissertation by exploring
some impliations for leadership pratie and for future researh.
It is easy  I laim, faile  to dismiss something like sexism in I.T. as just a series
of unfortunate events or senarios. Certainly, I've heard male olleagues pose this kind of
waterooler reasoning as they bemoan the diulties of their own jobs. Explaining sexism
in I.T. requires not only that we reet on individual ases, but that we understand the
underlying system whih auses and sustains I.T. sexism. The ases we will examine follow
a well-worn areer path, so the best plae to begin is, well, where one begins: the ar of a
areer in software engineering.
A Career in Software Engineering
Figure 1: A Typial I.T. Career Ar
Prog. I
(Junior)
✲
Prog. II
(Interm.)
✲
Prog. III
(Senior)
✲
Team
Lead
✒
❘
Manager
Software
Arhitet
At the beginning of their areers, software engineers reeive a junior rank of Programmer
I and spend most of their time writing omputer programs (soure ode), also known as
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programming. As years pass and their experiene and expertise grow, they proeed to the
Programmer II and Programmer III ranks. Eah suessive rank entails more responsibility
and independene, and of ourse, better ompensation. After a software engineer has reahed
the rank of Programmer III, they generally onsider one of two leadership roles. Figure 1
diagrams this areer progression.
The rst leadership option is Software Arhitet, in whih they develop a bird's-eye view
of all software in a partiular department, often developed by dierent teams. Software
arhitets are responsible for ensuring individual software projets integrate into a larger,
oherent system. Typially, no further formal eduation is neessary to attain a Software
Arhitet position, though areditations in software methodology and seurity may be re-
quired. The seond option is management, where software engineers essentially end their
areers as programmers in lieu of a role managing software projets. Managers work not only
with programmers and team leads, but with business analysts, sales sta, and exeutives.
Most managers are usually given a diretor title and are required to have an advaned
business degree (e.g. MBA, MMIS, MISM).
Between the role of Software Engineer and either the Software Arhitet role or the
Manager role, is an interstitial leadership role alled Lead Programmer or Team Lead.
Eah Team Lead heads their software development team in the tehnial aspets of software
development, deployment, and support. They also uphold software development standards
and manage team member responsibilities. Team Leads are often the best senior programmer
and train for the next level of leadership. This position is a proving ground for management
and arhitet andidates; promotion to Team Lead indiates not only great ompetene as
a software engineer, but great esteem within the development group and in the eyes of
management.
Regardless of areer goal, most enter the I.T. eld as software engineers beause they
enjoy programming. Many would rather not progress to the Team Lead, Manager, or Ar-
hitet position. More than one male software engineer I've know have deliberately taken a
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demotion from a Team Lead position (bak to Programmer III) beause they so missed the
daily pratie of developing software.
Most female software engineers I've known have followed the promotion sequene in
Figure 1, but their progress has been very uneven and at great ost to them personally. They
generally nd their work reeives harsher ritique than their male ounterparts (Corneliussen,
2010; Hayes, 2010), even while having surpassed the expetations of their teammates and
managers.
The deision to stay a software developer and not pursue a leadership role means this
mistreatment may ontinue indenitely. One solution is to leave I.T., and many women do
(Misa, 2010). That they do is signiant for several reasons, whih we will examine next.
Signiane of the Issue
The soial signiane of a workplae ulture unweloming to women is fairly obvious. Sys-
temati inequality suh as sexism or raism is normalized violene and injustie (bell hooks,
2014). Less obvious, perhaps, are the pratial impliations. Current statistis indiate a
very low U.S. unemployment rate overall, and a deit of I.T. workers in partiular (Comp-
TIA, 2017; TEKSystems, 2017; Taulbee Survey, 2015). Outsouring eorts whih intend to
save money may bakre (Johanek, 2015) foring ompanies to reall  or onshore  their
I.T. departments. Meanwhile, the employees who lost their jobs to oshoring often leave
I.T. and are relutant to return. Companies are in the diult position of needing more I.T.
workers, whom they have in turn made inreasingly diult to nd.
These points may seem ompelling, but equally important is the oneptualization, de-
sign, and implementation of omputer tehnology itself. Jane Margolis, an eduator at
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) makes this point well:
At stake in the experiene of women as undergraduates is the makeup of the
tehnology-reating population. ...It is predominantly men who are program-
ming the omputers, designing and xing the systems, and intervening in the
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tehnology that will aet all aspets of our lives... The under-representation of
women and minorities among the reators of information tehnology has serious
onsequenes, not only for those individuals whose potential goes unrealized, but
also for a soiety inreasingly shaped by that tehnology (Margolis, Fisher, &
Miller, 2000).
Margolis and olleagues restrit their omments to their female Computer Siene (CS)
students, as their eduation is essentially the beginning of their areers. More deeply, how-
ever, her point appeals to the pragmati ore of the Amerian psyhe: knowledge is rooted in
personal experiene, and so therefore is work. Tehnology implemented by men is designed
for them. Others who have obvious investment in the design and use of tehnology are
dismissed simply as users.
In a joint eort from 1997 to 2003, several professors from the Computer Siene and
Eduation departments at CMU performed landmark studies on sexism in their CS lass-
rooms and implemented urriular and soial hanges to remedy it. Ten years in, the student
omposition of the CS program at CMU has been brought to parity: half their students are
men, and half women. Their insights into lassroom sexism lead to a seminal rst book on
the subjet (Margolis & Fisher, 2002) and inspired work whih has ontinued sine (Abbate,
2012; Frieze & Quesenberry, 2015).
While laudable, this researh is restrited to the undergraduate CS lassroom. Compar-
atively little sholarly literature is available on sexism in the I.T. workplae. The literature
whih does exist tends to explore the extent of the problem (Delia, 2015; Merrills, 2016) or
the utility of various survival strategies (Hua, 2010; Kolaz-Belanger, 2008).
The problem of gender imbalane in I.T. is long-standing and multifaeted. It is diult
 even unlikely  to identify any one trend or fator whih adequately explains it. The next
setion provides an overview of the researh on women in I.T.-related postseondary edua-
tion (both professors and students), statistis from national or governmental organizations
on I.T. gender imbalane and reviews the historial literature on women's suess in and
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departure from I.T. elds. These studies show how the omputer tehnology trends of the
past 60 years inuened the roles women played in I.T., their suess in those roles, and the
diulties they faed.
2 Literature Review
Topial Literature
The Issue's Historial Signiane
This setion will provide a brief history of the modern digital omputer and the Information
Tehnology (I.T.) industry whih grew up alongside it. First, we will reount the earliest
origins of omputers and I.T., inluding its roots in military servie. Next, we will examine
a major shift in the I.T. industry: from monolithi mainframe systems to highly distributed,
networked personal omputers. Finally, we will explore ultural shifts whih ourred during
this tehnologial evolution, entering on the evolution of women's roles.
Mainframe Computing
The very rst omputers were uriosities, built by philosopher tinkerers suh as Charles Bab-
bage and Ada Lovelae, for display in the parlors of 19th entury England. Babbage's great-
est aomplishments were the analytial and dierene engines, used to generate tables of
numbers used by engineers, sientists, and navigators (Campbell-Kelly, Aspray, Ensmenger,
& Yost, 2013). Despite these modest appliations, Babbage and Lovelae suessfully for-
mulated the essential mathematis of omputation, whih still holds to this day. Lovelae
invented the rst omputational algorithm and is onsidered the rst omputer programmer
(Fuegi & Franis, 2003).
Matters grew more serious during the Seond World War. Faed with the daunting task
of deiphering mahine-enoded Nazi ommuniations, Oxford mathematial Alan Turing
reated the rst omputer whose sole task was to expedite alulating the formulae for
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deiphering German enryption odes (Copeland, 2004). For Babbage, Lovelae, and Turing,
the problem was not that of knowing what sort of formula to alulate, but overoming the
time required to exeute the alulation by hand.
The same sense of urgeny held true during the Cold War of the 1950's and 1960's,
after the U.S.S.R. launhed the Sputnik satellite into spae. The spae rae and nulear
arms rae whih followed thereafter emented the omputer as the priniple tool by whih
military ommand-and-ontrol strutures aggregated information and exeuted strategi de-
isions. Computers suh as the early ENIAC mahine (MCartney, 1999) were instrumental
in alulating spae launhes, roket trajetories, and the mathematial foundations of ther-
monulear weapons.
While the arhiteture and implementation of large-sale mainframe omputers has hanged,
from the ENIAC to the IBM OS/360 (Brooks, 1975), the purpose and programming proe-
dures for these large-sale, entralized mainframe omputers has remained mostly unhanged
to the urrent day. Mainframe omputers still dominate domains where omputers must be
reliable and omputation results are time-sensitive. Nulear missile silos, thermonulear re-
ators, Wall Street stok and bond alulation, and Soial Seurity benet administration
still remain almost exlusively within in the purview of these monolithi systems (Misa,
2010).
Noteworthy at this point is the evolution of the roles whih evolved for the use and are
of mainframe omputers. Before omputers were digital, they were persons (Campbell-Kelly
et al., 2013; Shetterly, 2016). Digital omputers were essentially treated as large alula-
tors, and omputer workers were drawn from stenography pools. Programming omputers
was a laborious task, requiring not only knowledge of the appropriate programming lan-
guages (COBOL, FORTRAN, JCL, Assembly, SQL, et.), but required hours of working
metiulously with punhed ards (J. Cohoon & Aspray, 2008; Misa, 2010). In these days,
a omputer program was written as a series of ards, with ommands skethed onto eah
ard, then the ards punhed through to reate holes. Card readers would san the ards,
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read the pattern of holes, and exeute the ommands aordingly. Often, a single program
would onsist of a large stak of ards whih needed to be punhed and sorted arefully. Any
ard out of plae or improperly punhed would require re-sorting or repairs and inur ostly
delays.
The digital omputer itself was a onguration of iruits onsisting of vauum tubes
inside a very large metal ase. The dediated omputer room would need to be kept old
with fans running onstantly, else the tubes would overheat. Computer repairs had to be
done quikly and eiently in this diult environment. On one oasion, Grae Hopper
was working on repairs for the Harvard Mark II when one of her assoiates found a dead
moth trapped in a relay swith. The inset was removed and arefully taped to the log book
as evidene the repairs were neessary (Danis, 1997)
1
. 
Equally noteworthy is the role women played in the are and operation of these large
systems. Human omputers and their ounterparts in stenography pools were exlusively
women (Shetterly, 2016). Card punhing was a menial and manually intense task, requiring
long hours and attention to detail. Computer hardware maintenane likened to working in
a refrigerator while handling hot glass. Women were expeted to tolerate these onditions
without omplaint, while supervisors, diretors, and omputer program designers were almost
exlusively men (Downey, 2010).
One very important advanement of the late 1970's was the invention of a worldwide
omputer network. This early network, alled the ARPANET was a way initially a way
to onnet major universities and major military installations. Information was sent over
the network's opper ables using a method of breaking a message into piees, sending the
piees one at a time, then reassembling them one the destination had reeived them. The
protool inluded two very important features. The rst was error orretion: any orrupted
or missing piees of a message ould be requested again automatially. The seond and more
important feature followed from the network's original intent: to withstand a thermonulear
1
This is the inident whih gave rise to omputer errors or glithes being known as bugs.
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war. Communiations protools to this point worked like iruits: a telephone, for instane,
assumed the existene of users on either end of a phone line. Sending a message required both
the sender and reeiver to omplete a iruit. The new TCP / IP network protool for sending
messages made no suh assumptions: senders and reeivers ould appear and disappear
from a network ompletely at random, and the network would adjust messaging routes
automatially. If a network node disappeared (e.g. Los Angeles is demolished by a bomb),
the network would re-route messages through other network nodes (ities) automatially
and request new opies any of data lost when the node went oine (Shneider, Evans, &
Pinard, 2009).
While World War III has yet to our, the volatile network onditions TCP / IP allows
ertainly have. The ARPANET grew at an exponential rate, beginning with an initial 9
nodes in 1971, and expanding to over 200 nodes by 1981, with new hosts onneting on
average every three weeks (Stewart, 2014). This growth set the stage for a major hange in
how and where digital omputing would be done: the personal omputer.
Evolution to Personal Computing Moore's Law states that the number of omponents
in an integrated iruit doubles approximately every two years (Keyes, 2006). The onse-
quene of this law is two-fold: entral proessing unit (CPU) speed doubles given the size
of the iruit doesn't hange, or onversely, a new proessor with the same speed as an
older one will oupy half the spae. This sort of advanement is beneial for all involved:
mainframes grow inreasingly powerful without requiring any additional spae, and smaller
omputers with suient proessing power beome more easily portable. The rst personal
omputers resembled mirosopi mainframes: a lakey mehanial-lever keyboard, an eye-
watering green phosphor display sreen, and a CPU enlosed in a large metal ase. Programs
and data were stored on an external media devie (oppy disk).
Programming and using omputers hanged dramatially during that time. Instead of
writing programs as staks of punh ards, they were written as a series of text les stored
on the omputer's storage medium (a oppy disk or the hard drive), whih were pro-
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essed by a ompiler to produe a binary (mahine) ode whih the omputer would exeute.
Seminal programming languages suh as C (Kernighan & Rithie, 1972), whih were initially
developed for mainframe and UNIX systems, were rewritten for personal omputers. Many
programming languages followed suit, to the point where most software and engineering tools
today are developed on hardware no larger than a laptop omputer.
At approximately the same time, the number of women earning I.T.-related degrees and
working as software engineers dropped preipitously from a high of 37% of the I.T. workfore
(ira 1986) to approximately 20%; a trend whih has remained stable ever sine. With om-
puters diretly available to men, the work women performed for mainframe omputers was
no longer onsidered neessary. This relegated women to their previous roles as seretaries,
typists, and administrative assistants. Women were denied aess to omputers, exept as
users (J. Cohoon & Aspray, 2008).
Major Contemporary Themes and Tensions
The problems women onfront during I.T. areers begin long before women arrive in the
workplae. This setion will examine the trajetory of girls and women's development as
they pursue their interests in tehnology, espeially Computer Siene. Whether or not 
and when  women hoose an I.T. profession an depend on their early formative experienes
with omputers. Experiene with omputers begins with using them and proeeds to reating
tehnology, speially software. Equally important is their earliest pedagogial experienes
with omputers, usually as undergraduate university students. Having outlined both of
these, we will briey examine the evolution of women's roles in the workplae.
Women's Preparation for I.T. Sexism is disrimination against women on the basis of
gender (Lerner, 1986) and may take many forms, inluding the devaluing of women's work
relative to men's work, relegating women to menial tasks and non-leadership, subordinate
organizational roles (Coontz, 1992). Women in subordinate I.T. roles is already well dou-
mented, both in the U.S. (Haigh, 2010; Shlombs, 2010) and internationally (Corneliussen,
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2010; Hiks, 2010). The evolution of women's roles is also well-doumented and onsistently
subordinate to men's (Hayes, 2010). Unfortunately, the eets of sexism an be traed to
women's earliest experienes with omputers.
The latest researh on girls' exposure to omputers indiates it is onsistently less than
boys exposure (Barker & Aspray, 2008), sometimes to the point where for every girl who uses
a omputer, two boys do. Girls are also half as likely to own omputers (Goode, Estrella,
& Margolis, 2008). To this point, researh suggests that boys are viewed somehow as more
mehanially inlined, better tinkerers, or somehow better suited to using omputers. Boys
also have more male mentors and role models who use omputers and develop software, often
family members (Zarrett, Malanhuk, Davis-Kean, & Eles, 2008).
Undergraduate postseondary institutions are the rst plae we see the trend of 15% 
25% of women omprising the I.T. workfore: the same holds true in the lassroom. As
previously mentioned, CMU faulty studied gender disparities in Computer Siene (CS)
students and by understanding them better and hanging the urriulum, brought their CS
lasses to gender parity in ten years (Frieze & Quesenberry, 2015; Margolis & Fisher, 2002).
This is great but uneven progress. Most universities still graduate on average 20% women
in Computer Siene (Charles & Bradley, 2008; M. Cohoon & Aspray, 2008). This trend
is uneven internationally; some ountries experiene the same trend as the United States
(e.g. Norway (Corneliussen, 2010)), others have gender parity in I.T., or the profession leans
toward women (e.g. Indonesia (Othman & Latih, 2006)). The reasons for these dierenes
are not very well understood.
One issue young women fae is when and how eduational programs evaluate their per-
eived tness for I.T.-related elds. The most ommon narrative is that one must be
suiently rational in order to exel in Computer Siene. They are then fored into
prerequisite, weed out mathematis ourses (Blikensta, 2005). Mathematis lasses en-
tail none of the software programming they enjoy, whih may diminish their enthusiasm
for hoosing a CS major, possibly to the point of quitting. Meanwhile, there is signiant
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question as to whether or not mathematis is any kind of test for rationality, and most
importantly, whether or not rationality is required  or even desirable  for exellene in
software engineering (Katz, Aronis, Wilson, Allbritton, & Soa, 2008).
There is also evidene that Computer Siene departments  and therefore, lassrooms 
are male dominated. Modern Computer Siene pedagogy not only exemplies male learning
styles, but represents and enfores patriarhal values and work norms (M. Cohoon & Aspray,
2008; Cronin & Roger, 1999; Jesse, 2008). This despite the great exibility of Computer
Siene as a subjet and an abundane of literature on women's modes of knowing, learning,
and information proessing (Arnold, 1992; Belenky, Clinhy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1997;
bell hooks, 1994; Bryson & Bennet-Anyikwa, 2003; Hanish, 2015; Tarule & Tetreault, 1992;
Weiler, 1991).
Women's professional roles have hanged dramatially in the past three generations,
though they have stayed onsistently seondary to those of men. Women's skilled labor
during World War II was onsidered neessary, but after the war, women returned to their
roles as homemakers (Miller & Cornford, 1995). Women's roles in oe work are often
designed to keep their deision-making autonomy to a minimum. Whereas early lerks
of the 18th entury were men, and required business and law aumen, women's roles as
typists and stenographers rely only on their ability to use mahines suh as alulators and
typewriters (Campbell-Kelly et al., 2013; Haigh, 2010). This trend ontinued as omputers
required workers and ard punhing replaed typing (Downey, 2010; Shlombs, 2010).
The I.T. Work Environment Capitalism exerts a downward pressure on wages (Marx,
1867). The eienies of (Taylorist) Sienti Management (Management, 2005) have de-
skilled work to the point where many trades  and their workers  have beome obsolete.
De-skilling in the I.T. industry mainly entails making software prodution and maintenane
less expensive. Roles are ollapsed or onsolidated: systems administrators, database ad-
ministrators, and network administrators all abdiate their expertise to software developers.
Instead, developers must administer their own systems (i.e. DevOps).
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Competition dominates I.T. ulture, espeially among the men who omprise the majority
of the workfore. It is diult to disern whether ompetition is the result of hierarhial or-
ganization or its ause. Whatever the ase, ompetition is fostered in I.T. ulture at all levels,
even in teenagers exploring programming for the rst time (e.g. http://www.usao.org).
Geek ulture (Bates & Haynes, 2010; Mulkerrins, 2012; Sta, 2015; Wayne, 2013), whih
values uriosity and reativity over ompetition, has most reently evolved into brogram-
mer ulture, whih has dramatially inreased the ompetition ethi among programmers
(Baker, 2012; Gross, 2012; MaMillan, 2012; Sta, 2012) and fostered a hostile form of sexism
(Burns, 2013; Lee, 2015; Romano, 2014; Trapani, 2012; Weisul, 2014).
Even I.T. workers who do not agree with sexism as suh often keep traditional views of
women's roles (Hayes, 2010). As a result, more paternalisti views of women's roles and work
dominate the workplae and sexism exists in more subtle forms. Meetings and disussions
about work are laed with sports metaphors and non-I.T. male ulture (Agile and Srum).
Work evaluation is a diret reetion of the dominane men exert over the daily work ulture
in an I.T. department. The male-entri ethi systematially grants advantages to men and
disadvantages women. Women often perform the same or similar work as men, but their
work is evaluated with greater srutiny and by higher, harsher standards than men's. As
a result, women are assigned longer shifts or overnight onall shedules where I.T. sta are
expeted to arry a ompany-issued pager or phone and maintain the omputer system (often
a large server) at any hour of the day. Similarly, women are often passed over for reviews,
rather than reeiving promotions and higher salaries on a preditable shedule, as men do.
Devaluing women's work mainly takes two forms: professional ommuniation and work
evaluation. Sexist professional ommuniation uses stereotypially male metaphors (sports,
ars, omputers, spae tion, or military) when making a point, espeially when desribing
exellene in performane or quality. Instead of working faster, one kiks it into overdrive
(a metaphor for a ar's highest speed gear). Younger men make extensive use of the terms
bro and dude, while older men refer to eah other as sir or hief. The net result
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is a dramatially imbalaned I.T. ulture, whih seems to possess no internal mehanism
for orreting itself. The question beomes what leadership an or should do about the
situation. Capitalism-oriented leadership has very little motivation to orret the situation
as long as some form of I.T. worker still exists and is available. Leadership with a broader
base of perspetive would see the greater need for gender equality. This broader base is more
onsistent with ooperation-based team dynamis (Johnson & Johnson, 2012).
Gaps and Disagreements The setbaks women fae in a software engineering areer
stand in diret onit with the goals the industry itself. I.T. is a large, worldwide eld,
requiring a great diversity of skills and aptitudes. It also features an essentially negative
unemployment rate; more jobs available than workers.
I.T. omprises a prominent segment of the world eonomy. Aording to Statistia, in
2017 the I.T. industry worldwide onsisted of $2.6  $3.5 Trillion in investment (Statis-
tia, 2017a), and $225  $462 Billion in revenue (Statistia, 2017b). In 2017, United States
rms invested approximately $1 Trillion (CompTIA, 2017). Ideally, a typial orporate
I.T. department would onsist of sta with a mixture experiene levels. However, with an
unemployment rate of 2%, hiring and retaining sta at all levels often prove problemati
(TEKSystems, 2017). Graduates from postseondary tehnology programs provide an aver-
age of 10,000 new employees annually (Taulbee Survey, 2015), though trends in I.T. industry
growth (17%  21% (USBLS, 2015a, 2015b)) suggest a net I.T. worker deieny nonetheless.
I.T. sta are typially graduates of postseondary Computer Siene (CS) or Manage-
ment of Information Siene (MIS) programs (Taulbee Survey, 2015), though neither is a
strong requirement. The best preditors of long-term suess in I.T. professions are software
prodution and deployment, neither of these depends on a CS or MIS postseondary edua-
tion (Evans, 2002). Despite these low qualiations, however, I.T. workers are still diult
to nd. I.T. departments have diulty retaining female workers and workers of olor. Sine
1982, women have omprised 15%  25% of all I.T. workers. The proportion for I.T. workers
of olor is far lower: 2%  5% (NCWIT2016, 2016).
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These statistis solidly establish an obvious ontradition: despite a desperate need for
workers and multiple points of entry, the I.T. profession is nonetheless very exlusive. The
unfair treatment women reeive from their olleagues is a very important reason they are
leaving the I.T. professions (Misa, 2010), despite an inreasing need for I.T. workers (USBLS,
2015a, 2015b).
Previous researh into this problem has entered on the features of workplae sexism
(Delia, 2015; Merrills, 2016) and the ways female I.T. sta ope with them (Hua, 2010;
Kolaz-Belanger, 2008). However, no vein of researh has provided insight into the soial
mehanisms whih underlie and reprodue it. The following setion explores several soial
theories, whih provide a framework for understanding the sexism women experiene in I.T.
departments.
Theoretial Framework
Relevant Analyti Theory
The Marxian family of soial theories deals primarily with onit. Marx's magnum opus,
Das Kapital (Marx, 1867) and his work with Friedrih Engels on ommunism (Marx &
Engels, 1848), form the bakbone of his eonomi and soial theories. Foundational to both
is an inherent onit between apitalist (Muller, 1993) owners and their workers. The
enterpiee of Marxian theory is the marginal surplus  prot  whih results from the
dierene between the ost to produe an item and its market prie. Marx's theories mainly
onern eonomis but have been suessfully extended to eduation (Anyon, 2011) and
soial movements (Callinios, 2011) among others.
Max Weber's soial theories built on the work of Marx, with additional inuene by
Friedrih Nietzhe, George Simmel, Ferdinand Tönnies and others. While the enterpiee of
Marx's theories was historial materialism and its resultant inter-lass onit, Weber plaed
greater emphasis on soial strutures and the role of bureauray. One of Weber's greatest
interests was, in fat, how bureauray exerts ontrol over soieties (Weber, 2015, p. 7).
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Weber: Three-Component Theory of Stratiation Weber oneptualizes of three
simultaneous fores whih inuene soiety: eonomi lass, status, and party. The rst is
lass, or using Weber's terminology, Geselleshaft. Geselleshaft is the rational, alulated
basis of market-driven transations (Weber, 2015, p. 4), whih is also synonymous with
market or lass situation (Weber, 2015, p. 42). Eonomi monopoly is the enterpiee
of Geselleshaft (Weber, 2015, p. 46). Bureauray, whether governmental or orporate,
ounterbalanes the otherwise volatile apitalism (Weber, 2015, p. 9). For bureauray,
proess triumphs tasks (Weber, 2015, p. 9). For Weber, the disipline of a bureauray is
in turn the foundation of habitus (Weber, 2015, p. 7), a onept whih Bourdieu will later
develop further. Despite their volatility, Weber laims that lasses and eonomi power
dominate only in times of rapid hange (Weber, 2015, p. 38). Part of the ounterbalane
to Geselleshaft is Gemeinshaft, or soial standing.
The term Weber uses for status is Gemeinshaft. Gemeinshaft is the prestige, honor,
and status of a group whih denes its us identity (Weber, 2015, p. 4). Gemeinshaft
serves the soial ore of groups and is ultimately responsible for its integrity (Weber, 2015,
p. 8). Ständ is status one has within a group, or more preisely, the soial assessment of
one's Gemeinshaft (Weber, 2015, p. 48). Ständ is primarily expressed by one's lifestyle and
partiipation within a partiular soial irle (Weber, 2015, p. 49). Aording to Weber,
lifestyles ... arise from the Ständ or are supported by the Ständ (Weber, 2015, p. 53).
Honor and status is based on how well people know eah other, and how well they interat
(Weber, 2015, p. 8). Ständ also plaes restritions on members of a group, inluding dress
ode, interations with others (Weber, 2015, p. 50), haggling during business aairs (Weber,
2015, p. 55), and ommon physial labor (Weber, 2015, p. 53).
Eonomi stability, even brief, gives rise to Ständ (Weber, 2015, p. 54). Ständ is inde-
pendent of employment and is opposed to market fores (Weber, 2015, p. 53). Gemeinshaft
has an uneasy relationship with Geselleshaft, like oil and water (Weber, 2015, p. 4) Ständ
restrains the market (Weber, 2015, p. 54) and ensures it doesn't move or grow in ways whih
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don't benet the group. In extreme situations, Gemeinshaft an evolve into a aste system
with very exlusive membership and even initiation rites (knighthood) (Weber, 2015, p.
52). This elevation of privilege inuenes how soiety views the privileged group. Those
in the privileged group exerise their privilege for the present, as an inheritane from an
exalted past (Weber, 2015, p. 51). Pariah peoples who by their Ständ are at a privilege
disadvantage (e.g. Jews) (Weber, 2015, p. 51) look to a future beyond the present, by way
of a transendent, providential mission (Weber, 2015, p. 52).
Party is onerned primarily with power and arises from the interation between lass
and Ständ (Weber, 2015, p. 56). Aording to Weber, the party uses the levers of hope and
oerion (Weber, 2015, p. 8) for its own ends. Party exists aross Ständ and lass boundaries
(Weber, 2015, p. 46). The enterpiee of the party its leader or Führer. The Führer gure
(Herrshaft) is a savior gure (Weber, 2015, p. 10) whose harisma rises above the rules
and invites [followers℄ on a shared journey beyond the status quo (Weber, 2015, p. 11).
The Führer leader seizes power, and often organizes the party in an authoritarian fashion
(Weber, 2015, p. 57). Unfortunately, the Führer position ultimately orrupts anyone who
holds it (Weber, 2015, p. 12).
Weber's three-omponent theory of stratiation informed how I inquired about the na-
ture of women's relationships with their olleagues, teammates, and managers in an I.T.
department. Part of the interview questions onerned how women nd status, or in We-
ber's terminology, Ständ, within a software development group. Interviews established how
and on what terms women are aepted by their (mainly) male I.T. department olleagues.
The points they make about their Ständ among other software engineers also proved subtle,
as their male olleagues were under publi pressure to openly rejet sexism but pratie
it nonetheless, whether intentionally or not. Women's narratives ranged widely, from war
stories depiting open sexism to more nuaned relationships with mentors, olleagues, man-
agement, and family members. Setions below will show how these narratives aligned not
only with Weber's ideas on Ständ and status, but previous researh on sexism and male-
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dominant workplaes (Hesse-Biber & Carter, 2005; Hill, Corbett, & Rose, 2010; Lerner,
1986).
Other aspets of the interviews addressed Ständ less diretly, in the form of personal
and professional support. Aording to Weber, persons with greater Ständ reeive greater
support for their professional ondut, lifestyle hoies, and themselves personally (Weber,
2015). Personal and professional support are often intermixed, and it may be diult to
tell when one reeives one kind of support but not another. For instane, a manager may
express sympathy for a female I.T. professional having a sik hild, yet not support the job
exibility she may need to are for the hild.
Abbott: Professional Assoiation and Professionalization Soiologist Andrew Ab-
bott's essay on the soial development of professions provides us a framework for integrating
the insights of Weber's theory of Ständ. Aording to Abbot, professions are remarkably
onsistent in that they are all oupational groups with the same speial skill', whih inlude
abstrat skill, one that required speial training. These skills require[d℄ revision ase by
ase. Professions are also more or less exlusive (Abbott, 1988, p. 7). In sum, profes-
sions are exlusive oupational groups applying somewhat abstrat knowledge to partiular
ases. (Abbott, 1988, p. 8).
Ständ within a profession is subjet to professional identity, odes, onventions, and
praties. Upon joining a profession, professional identity is malleable, hanging slowly as a
funtion of time spent in a profession. After a ertain amount of time in a profession, the
worker's professional identity loses its exibility and workers resist hanging their identity,
even when they hange professions. Workplae performane, aording to professional stan-
dards, raises or lowers one's Ständ among o-workers. Professional odes and onventions
provide riteria by whih Ständ is gained or lost during work.
Wenger: Communities of Pratie Eduational theorist Étienne Wenger's work on
ommunities of pratie diers slightly from Abbot's theory of profession. Whereas Abbot
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Figure 2: Wenger's Model of Learning
1. Meaning : a way of talking about out (hanging) ability  individually and olletively
 to experiene our life and the world as meaningful.
2. Pratie: a way of talking about the shared historial and soial resoures, frameworks,
and perspetives that an sustain mutual engagement in ation.
3. Community : a way of talking about soial ongurations in whih our enterprises are
dened as worth pursuing and our partiipation is reognizable as ompetene.
4. Identity : a way of talking about how learning hanges who we are and reate personal
histories of beoming in the ontext of our ommunities.
enters on the identity of professionals and the skills they bring to bear on their work, Wenger
balanes professional identity and pratie with two other omponents he views as neessary
in the workplae: meaning and ommunity(Wenger, 1998, p. 5). The resulting model (in
Figure 2) provides a holisti view of professions, whih situates professional pratie within
the worker's entire life, rather than arefully separating it: Workers organize their lives with
their immediate olleagues and ustomers to get their jobs done. In doing so, they develop or
preserve a sense of themselves they an live with, have some fun, and fulll the requirements
of their employers and lients(Wenger, 1998, p. 6).
For Wenger, the enterpiee of professional life is learning, not simple produtivity: Par-
tiipation here refers not just to loal events of engagement in ertain ativities with ertain
people, but to a more enompassing proess of being ative partiipants in the praties of
soial ommunities and onstruting identities in relation to these ommunities. Partiipat-
ing in a playground lique or in a work team, for instane, is both a kind of ation and a
form of belonging. Suh partiipation shapes not only what we do, but also who we are and
how we interpret what we do(Wenger, 1998, p. 4).
We will see later how Wenger's model of learning as entral to professional life an be at
odds with Habitus and its emphasis on norms and rules. Under the wrong irumstanes,
Habitus an beome part of the problem of raism and sexism in I.T. Wenger's model predits
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why suh disrimination would be a problem: knowledge-based professions suh as I.T. entail
a great deal of learning, and learning requires ommunity. Without a ommunity ethi whih
espouses a warm (not simply tolerant) inlusivity of its members, learning is muh more
diult when possible at all. We will also see later how women ompensate for the lak of
ommunity in their workplaes and advane their I.T. learning nonetheless.
Bourdieu's Theory of Habitus
Bourdieu's theory of Habitus (Bourdieu et al., 1990) explains how newomers to a ulture or
system of beliefs aquire and internalize what they are taught to the point where it is seond
nature or automati. Bourdieu speies several omponents of the proess of aquiring the
ulture or belief system, and ites several onsequenes whih follow from it. This setion
will outline Bourdieu's theory of Habitus and apply it to the software engineering. Our
later disussion on the experiene of women's experiene in I.T. will refer to these initial
observations. Related to Bourdieu's theory of Habitus is his theory of eonomi, ultural,
and soial apital. (Bourdieu, 1985) These will be explained immediately below, as they are
important omponents in his theory of Habitus.
Symboli Capital The most ommon assoiation with the term apital is eonomi
apital. Eonomi apital is most easily reognized in its primary form: money. Eonomi
apital is a major omponent of ommerial markets (Muller, 1993), whih exist in organized
soieties where individual itizens are unable to produe everything they need to live. In
open markets, the purhase prie of a good or servie is set at an arbitrary amount by its
vendor. Overall market pries of goods and servies are ontrolled by ompetition between
vendors, and to some extent by government agenies whih oversee market ativities (e.g. in
the U.S.: the Federal Reserve, the Seurities and Exhange Commission, the Federal Trade
Commission, et.).
Agents ating in a market (e.g. shoppers in a groery store) need to abide by the on-
straints of a budget: they an only buy what they an aord, and they typially need to
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buy numerous items to satisfy their overall needs (e.g. a olletion of foods whih in aggre-
gate provides balaned nutrition). Working outside the onstraints of a budget are either
impossible (loan redit is unavailable to them) or viewed as at best temporary (loan redit
is expensive). Budgets require agents to balane eonomi needs and desires, both urrent
and projeted.
These features of eonomi apital are foundational to three analogous ideas whih Bour-
dieu introdues (Bourdieu, 1984, 1985): symboli apital, ultural apital, and soial apital.
Symboli apital is assoiated with prestige, or the inuene a symbol has on a group of
people who observe it. For instane, the U.S. Congressional Medal of Freedom is widely on-
sidered prestigious among U.S. itizens. In the I.T. workplae, symboli apital is the ability
to get I.T. work done well and eiently: ompetene with a ombination of I.T. tools and
proedures designed to produe and deploy software. Workers who perform well are treated
with respet and prerogative, and are onsidered rst andidates for advanement within the
organization.
Of the three analogous forms of apital, symboli apital is the most easily and readily
onverted into eonomi apital. Symboli apital is the essential reason a worker is hired
and stays employed in an I.T. department. Symboli apital is also integral to the worker's
advanement through a typial I.T. areer ar, as illustrated in Figure 1. It is generally
expeted that a worker's symboli apital will inrease in amount and value as their areer
progresses.
Cultural Capital Aording to Bourdieu, ultural apital takes two forms: an embodied
state, and an objetied state. Embodied ultural apital exists in the form of long-lasting
dispositions of the mind and body while objetied ultural apital exists in the form of
ultural goods (pitures, books, ditionaries, instruments, mahines, et.) (Bourdieu, 1985,
p. 143).
In the workplae, ultural apital onerns workers personality and ease of interation,
and the ultural artefats whih may result. If workers interat easily and well, they may form
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informal groups or liques. Produts resulting from these persons or groups inlude items of
value whih bear their signature, suh as authoritative douments desribing proedures or
standards whih other software developers must follow (e.g. a doument enumerating soure
ode standards). The ultural apital of the authors of these douments inreases with
the sope and power of the douments. Cultural apital orrelates with inuene: persons,
dispositions, and produts with the highest ultural value aquire greater symboli apital
and beome standardbearers for group value: the head of the family, the pater familias,
the eldest, most senior member, is taitly reognized as the only person entitled to speak on
behalf of the family group in oial irumstanes(Bourdieu, 1985, p. 164).
Notably, ultural apital also onerns the disposition of the body of those who earn
it; speially, rae, gender, or ability. The I.T. workplae is male-dominated, so women are
given less ultural apital simply beause they are not men; they dier on one standard by
whih ultural apital is onferred. Men by ontrast reeive ultural apital easily, by virtue
of being men in a male-dominated profession. Boys lubs may form in I.T. departments,
for no reason other than that its members are boys. By extension, ations and produts
whih bear the imprimatur of suh a boys lub are onsidered more valuable than those
without.
Soial Capital Aording to Bourdieu, soial apital is dened as: the aggregate of the
atual or potential resoures whih are linked to possession of a durable network of more or
less institutionalized relationships of mutual aquaintane and reognition  in other words,
to membership in a group  whih provides eah of its members with the baking of the
olletively-owned apital, a `redential' whih entitles them to redit, in the various senses
of the word.(Bourdieu, 1985, p. 161).
Soial apital primarily onerns the maintenane of relationships between members of a
group: the network of relationships is the produt of investment strategies, individual or ol-
letive, onsiously or unonsiously aimed at establishing or reproduing soial relationships
that are diretly usable in the short or long term.(Bourdieu, 1985, p. 162). Soial apital
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is intended to benet the group and eah of its members: the prots whih arue from
membership in a group are the basis of the solidarity whih makes them possible(Bourdieu,
1985, p. 162).
One orollary should be noted at this point: the value of one's soial apital is inversely
proportional to ultural apital or prestige. Members of a group with great ultural apital
have greater inuene with less soial apital than do members with less ultural apital.
Those with less ultural apital will need to spend more soial apital to have the same
inuene. Otherwise, their membership in the group is questioned or diminished.
Symboli, soial, and ultural apital onern a person's readiness and ability to interat
with others in a soial system. This is important, as women's ability to use these kinds of
apital determines how well they an navigate and progress in the I.T. workplae. With
these onepts in mind, the setions below desribes their partiipation in an I.T. workplae
designed to regulate their behavior.
Symboli Violene The enterpiee of Bourdieu's theory of Habitus is symboli violene.
Symboli violene has several omponents: a symbol, its meaning, and a power whih imposes
the meaning of the symbol. The most basi denition of a symbol is: something that
stands for or suggests something else by reason of relationship, assoiation, onvention, or
aidental resemblane (MerriamWebster, 2018b). The rst half of a symbol is a sign or
physial representation; the seond is what the sign signies or what is assoiated with it. For
instane, a lion is for some, a symbol of ourage; lions in the wild are regarded as ourageous
and ere, so anyone likened to a lion is also believed similar in this respet.
Every example of a symbol generates  or should generate  the same question: why does
the symbol signify what it does? What supports or enfores the assoiation between the
two halves of a symbol; between a sign and its pereived meaning? To answer this question,
Bourdieu introdues the idea of a power whih imposes the meaning of a symbol on its
pereiver. At the same time, the agent whih uses this power of imposition oneals the fat
that power is involved in imposing the meaning of a symbol on a pereiver. This onealment
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adds power to the relationship between the symbol and the power whih enfores the sign /
signiane relationship. For Bourdieu, this onealed imposition of a symboli arbitrary is
a form of violene: symboli violene.
For Bourdieu, one additional detail about symbols is very important: all symbols are ar-
bitrary. This is ontrary to the way we ommonly onsider symbols as natural; as if there is
some sort of intuitive ompatibility between a sign and its meaning or interpretation. Bour-
dieu insists there is not, and always speaks of a symboli arbitrary rather than a symbol.
All of these details  the sign, its meaning, the arbitrariness of the symboli relationship, and
the power whih enfores it  are important in software engineering. Software engineering is
replete with the symboli: programming languages of all kind (e.g. Java), operating systems
(e.g. Windows or Apple OS), user interfae design, hardware design, et. All of omputer
siene is artefatual, or designed (Simon, 1996), and all designs are arbitrary. Software
engineers may understand the arbitrariness of the everyday symbols they use, but seldom
do they pereive the power whih imposes and reinfores symboli meaning. The symbols
themselves may be a soure of sexism in I.T.: all major programming language authors are
white men (e.g. Brian Kernighan (C), Bjarne Stroustrup (C++), Larry Wall (Perl), James
Gosling (Java)). The onstrution and use of software engineering symboli arbitraries is
likely a produt of male-dominated software engineering ulture.
Pedagogi Ation The imposition of a symboli arbitrary by way of a power relation
is an inulation. Inulate is ommonly dened as to teah and impress by frequent
repetitions or admonitions(MerriamWebster, 2018a), whih ts Bourdieu's use of the term.
Inulation is regarded as entral to pedagogy, or eduation, but it is by not restrited to
formal eduation. The semi-formal and non-formal denitions of eduation (Hall, Clover,
Crowther, & Sandrett, 2011; LaBelle, 1982) are more ompatible with impression as the
proess of transferring knowledge or hanging behavior. This latter denition also ts more
omfortably ts the orporate I.T. setting.
Pedagogi ation in I.T. departments an take many forms. Pedagogi ation may be
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between two people (one-on-one) or in groups. For instane, new employees reeive an
orientation, whether by an oial ompany representative, a teammate, or manager. Group
pedagogi ation ould be a ode review, where teammates or business groups review new
ode before it is implemented. However it ours, pedagogi ation is always exerted in
a ontext of pedagogi ommuniation, where the power relation is impliitly invoked; not
informal ommuniation and not outside the appropriate soial ontext. That is, pedagogi
ation only takes plae while at work with their own I.T. team.
Pedagogi Authority The next onstrut Bourdieu introdues is Pedagogi Authority.
Pedagogi Authority is the legitimay by whih a soial group enfores the power of the
pedagogi ation. The authority of the group depends on its unity, whih is indiated by
the symboli arbitrary and to some extent depends on it. Male software engineers tend
to show a loyalty to a partiular omputer tehnology, inluding programming language(s),
operating system, and software development tools. Aompanying these tehnologies is a
ulture onerning their use and often, their development. These norms are borrowed from a
more general I.T. professional identity (Abbott, 1988), but is enfored loally and aording
to the partiular details of the software development team. For instane, a development
team may use best praties written by John Papa for developing in the Angular JavaSript
software language (Papa, 2017), but may modify those praties for use in their own group
and aording to the software system they are developing.
In software engineering, pedagogi authority is wielded oially and unoially. O-
ially, power rests with two roles in a software development group: team leader and system
arhitet. The system arhitet designs software appliations and systems, speies soft-
ware development norms, and hooses whih software tehnologies whih will be used. The
team leader organizes software development eorts (team members) by organizing a develop-
ment shedule and resolving any dependenies between developer's tasks. These are typial
management funtions, essential and expeted for the normal funtioning of a software devel-
opment group. If anything, development sta expet team leads and arhitets to regularly
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guide and diret team members. Used judiiously, management power is used sparingly and
allows for software development team members a modium of individuality, even artisti
expression through their work.
Unoially, pedagogi authority is wielded by the most proli and produtive software
development team members. Their authority is based on their expertise, their alignment with
norms outside the workplae, and their attitude toward other team members. The attitude
of the developers an be ooperative or more ompetitive, depending. More ollegial or
ooperative team environments lead to a sharing of power, while more ompetitive ones
result in an hierarhy.
Pedagogi Work The inulation proess takes plae in the ontext of pedagogi author-
ity, and onsists of a series of pedagogi ations. Together, the pedagogi ations under
pedagogi authority onstitutes Pedagogi Work. More formally, Pedagogi Work is: a pro-
ess of inulation whih lasts long enough to produe a durable training, i.e. a habitus, the
produt of internalization of the priniples of a ultural arbitrary apable of perpetuating
itself after PA has eased and thereby of perpetuating in praties the priniples of the in-
ternalized arbitrary (Bourdieu et al., 1990, p. 31). Less formally, pedagogi work refers
to the interations by whih a ulture is internalized by a pereiver. Essentially, the daily
interations between power-advantaged and power-disadvantaged trains the disadvantaged
in the symboli meanings of the advantaged.
By pedagogi work, the symboli arbitrary is internalized to the point where it is trans-
posable, exhaustive, and reprodutive. Transposable means the habitus applies to ontexts
other than where it was aquired, onsistent with the original priniples of the habitus. Ex-
haustive means it is omplete to the point where it reprodues the priniples of the ultural
arbitrary of a group or lass in the pratie it generates (Bourdieu et al., 1990, p. 34). Re-
produtive means the pedagogi work ontributes towards produing and reproduing the
intelletual and moral integration of the group or lass on whose behalf it is arried on
(Bourdieu et al., 1990, p. 35).
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Habitus apples well to the I.T. workplae, and espeially to software engineering. The
enterpiee of the software engineer's professional life is the tools and praties of onstrut-
ing (writing) software programs. The symbols are the features and ommands of the pro-
gramming language employed for program onstrution and are arbitrary in the most literal
sense possible. Conventions surrounding the software development lifeyle (requirements,
design, oding, and testing as a simple example) are equally arbitrary. Habitus is aquired
and reinfored daily, through the ontext and pratie of writing software.
Bourdieu's reasoning helps explain why the soial urrents in the software engineering
workplae are so strong. The more arbitrary the symbol, the more arbitrary the power to
enfore it beomes, and the stronger the power must beome to maintain the arbitrariness
of the symbol, the ontrol the soial group has over its inulation, and the onealment of
the power itself. One the soial urrents surrounding the proedures, norms, and software
tehnologies of a partiular software development group have been established, they are very
diult to hange, or even rediret. We will see in the following setions how Bourdieu's
theory, applied to software engineering, in turn applies to the professional and personal lives
of female software engineers.
3 Methodology
The methods for this study are prinipally qualitative, similar to those used by CMU in
their work on undergraduate lassrooms (Frieze & Quesenberry, 2015; Margolis et al., 2000).
Speially, this work was done as a normative ase study, in whih the experienes of 10
women aross 4  5 professional I.T. workplaes are onsidered as a single amalgamated
ontext.
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Grounded Theory
This study used grounded theory (Berg, 2008; Bogdan & Biklen, 2011; Charmaz, 2014) to
model the soial dynamis of the professional lives of women in I.T. Grounded theory and
qualitative researh methods in general are designed to answer questions of ausality, or the
why of a situation. Grounded theory begins with natural reorded observation: interviews
aptured using a reording devie (audio or video), paper or eletroni douments, and eld
notes taken on personal observations. Observation data is then analyzed using three stages
of iterative review:
1. Observational data is annotated (oded) with themati information, alled open odes.
Open odes are intended to desribe as aurately the theme or dynamis reeted by
the data. Open odes are intended to be as exible as neessary to aommodate
observational data.
2. Next, the open odes are themselves oded for themati information, alled axial odes.
3. Finally, axial odes are annotated for themati information, alled seletive odes.
Open, axial, and seletive odes are hosen arbitrarily at rst, and then as oding pro-
gresses, oding beomes more standardized aross interviews. Most odes do not apply to
all interviews, nor are they expeted to. As oding proeeds, the three levels of themati
information begin to emerge and onverge, until they reah a saturation point, where ex-
isting odes are repeatedly reused and few if any new ones are introdued. These themes
beome the basis of the theory whih explains the situations and ontexts ommon aross
interviews.
Grounded theory provides a rigorous methodology for nding major themes aross data
soures, whih an be reoniled with existing soial theory or beome the basis for new
ones. Grounded theory is espeially good at larifying the relationship between theory and
pratie, and how they inform and inuene eah other (Flyvbjerg, 2007).
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Normative Case Study
The normative ase study framework is a qualitative researh method whih inludes ethial
inquiry alongside data olletion and analysis (Thaher, 2006). More speially, normative
ase studies aim to ontribute to our understanding of important publi values and are
partiularly useful foranalyzing so-alled `thik ethial onepts' like `ourage' that have
both desriptive and evaluative dimensions that annot be disentangled (Williams, 1986, pp.
129  30, 140  144).
The normative ase study methodology is ompatible with Flyvbjerg's ideas about pra-
tial wisdom, or using Aristotle's terminology, phronesis (Flyvbjerg, 2007). By denition,
phronesis is aimed not only at answering empirial questions, but ethial ones as well. Cer-
tainly, some questions have a greater or lesser ethial omponent, but at no time does an
empirial investigation exlude ethial onsiderations (Weber, 1949).
This study will use the normative ase study framework, with grounded theory as its
priniple empirial method. Disrimination of any kind  and ertainly disrimination against
women for working in a male-dominated industry  immediately raises questions about how
and why the abuse women routinely experiene in the I.T. workplae is tolerated, even
supported by workers and management alike.
Previous Studies
Most studies on women's I.T. areers use quantitative methods for assessing eduation
(Cronin & Roger, 1999; Dorman, 1998; Thom, Pikering, & Thompson, 2002) and work
experiene (Ahuja, 2002). Survey data is olleted from interviewees, then ollated and
analyzed for dierenes between groups. Dierenes typially our either by survey ques-
tion or by survey question ategory. Survey data uses likert sales for rating the feelings or
thoughts of women in I.T. areers or those who would disriminate against them (Lemons &
Parzinger, 2007). Some studies have examined the inuential fators in women's lives as they
pursue I.T. areers while others examine the impat of environmental fators of the work-
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plae. Workplae evaluation followed similar ratings sales as surveys but were administered
by interviewers and observers.
The major aw of quantitative studies is the inomplete piture whih results from the
aumulation and aggregation of numerial data (Flyvbjerg, 2007): the pratial wisdom
imparted through narrative is removed in the proess of operationalization and quantia-
tion. Mixed methods studies suh as (Margolis et al., 2000) begin as quantitative studies,
but evolve into qualitative studies. Quantitative studies serve to establish the existene of
a ase, but qualitative studies explain it. For instane, Margolis et. al. surveyed female
students at several stages of their CS eduation and found regularities in the ways they
felt disrimination from male peers and lak of support from professors. They were then
able to ollate and ode their data in ways whih found regularities aross female students
experienes while maintaining the nuanes of individual narratives.
Data Colletion and Analysis
Types of Data
Two types of data were olleted for this study: interview data and observational data. The
primary data soure were interviews with 10 female software engineers. Other soures of data
inluded doumentation on ommon work praties, suh as software requirements speia-
tions, ode review standards, and software deployment proedures. Poliy douments suh
as o-hours support proedures, team omposition, and areer advanement guidelines also
proved valuable. The goal of olleting this data was to triangulate as omplete a piture as
possible of female software engineers' relationships in the workplae. The goal was also be
to disover the soial onstraints by whih they are fored to live.
Partiipants
For this study, I reruited 10 female software engineers, eah of whom had at least ve years
of experiene as a professional software engineer at the time of the interview. Their rank
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position at / their ompany was typially Programmer II or Programmer III (or equivalent).
One woman had served as management for approximately half her areer, and two others
had reently been promoted to team lead positions. The partiipant pool inluded a mixture
of women who were married or not, did or did not have hildren, had varying ommute times,
and had varying experienes of workplae exibility.
One restrition of this study is its sample geography. All interviewees were women re-
siding in the Minneapolis / St. Paul (Minnesota, USA) metropolitan area. All women were
employed at ompanies with 50 employees or more, all worked within a 20 mile radius of
home, and all reported to their workplae on a daily basis; none of them worked remotely,
exept for oasional instanes. Most women were white, though the sample inluded three
women of olor, whih is onsistent with the Minnesota state population.
As of this writing, I knew 7 partiipants personally, who agreed to partiipate (onve-
niene sampling). The remaining 3 partiipants were found using snowball sampling; referrals
from the partiipants whom I already knew. I arefully noted whih of the partiipants I
knew personally, as our friendship or previous working relationship inuened the type and
depth of narrative they shared with me. Interviews lasted approximately 60 minutes and
topis of onversation spanned most of their university eduation and professional areer.
Interview Content and Disussion
Most female software engineers are understandably agey about their professional and per-
sonal lives, as they are aware of their disadvantaged position in the workplae. One ould
reasonably expet them to demand to know the nature and purpose of this researh in order
to partiipate. Early in the interview, the partiipants were be presented with information
about the ethis and ondentiality of the study. This was the most formal part of our
interation, though it provided some important onditions for the interview whih follows.
To set the stage for the interview, partiipants were provided an introdution to the
study and its emphasis on workplae relationships; however the interviewees would desribe
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them. Interviewees were enouraged to speak as freely as they wished, given our previous
professional ad ollegial relationship. I asked them to think of me as someone genuinely
onerned with how women are treated  or mistreated  in the I.T. workplae.
Eah interview began with one or two informal questions, intended to begin a onversation
about the interviewee's areer in I.T. These questions were designed to understand the appeal
the interviewee felt toward programming, the software programming praties they reated
for themselves, and the support (or lak of support) whih the interviewee reeived for
programming.
With the previous questions as a kind of iebreaker or warmup, the interview pro-
eeded to more probing questions involving the workplae
2
. One indiret goal of these
questions was to nd the point at whih the interviewee's programming experiene beame
self-reinforing. The sope of personal support was still narrow, but the amount and quality
of their programming experiene has no limitations.
The next series of questions explored the interviewee's relationships as they progressed
from middle shool (age 11  12) through their rst internships or jobs as a professional
software engineer (age 22  24). The questions followed the interviewee's programming
experiene hronologially but entered on how key people in their lives showed support,
disdain, or indierene to their areer hoies. Questions were also intended to show how the
support they reeived broadened or narrowed as their areer progressed, and if it narrowed,
how they ompensated or oped.
Other questions dealt with the norms and rules the interviewee worked through while
pratiing software programming. These rules hanged over time and aross irumstanes
and interated with how they felt or pereived personal support. Some hanges were gradual,
others more sudden. Some norms were expliit, while others appealed to a sense of nor-
maly or expetation. The interviews were areful to note when and how the interviewee's
intuitions, desires, or plans onited with the norms.
2
Questions with additional indentation are follow-on questions from the previous.
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A full inventory of the questions asked during the interviews is available in the appendix.
Not all questions were asked, as sometimes earlier questions lead to onversations whih
answered later questions. The questions listed in the appendix were mostly guidelines for the
kind of stories I was seeking, and I resorted to them only in instanes where the interviewee
hadn't already addressed what I wanted to know. The sope of most interviews went well
beyond the questions I had prepared. It was lear that given the opportunity, they were
eager to speak about their experiene.
Data Aquisition
All interviews took plae in publi plaes: afés, restaurants, and publi libraries. All in-
terviews were reorded using a portable digital reorder. Reordings were transribed using
the Rev Transription Servie
3
. After reording and transription, interviews were orreted
for transription aws. Condentiality and seurity poliy onerning les submitted to and
reeived from Rev Transription Servies was overed in an IRB in setion on Ethis and
Condentiality below.
A lean opy of the orreted interview transription was augmented with observer om-
ments and oded for topial themes using grounded theory oding proedure desribed ear-
lier. Codes inluded relationship parameters, the partiipant's status within her work group
and the power she has or laks within that group. Memos were also written throughout the
proess in order to help synthesize ndings and assist in theory development. Speial at-
tention was paid to ethial onerns, espeially instanes when seemingly ordinary praties
(e.g. soure ode review) suddenly  and often surprisingly  inluded
Aording to the Minnesota State Demographer's oe, in 2018, In Minnesota, People
of Color (those who identify as a rae other than White alone, and/or those who identify as
Hispani) make up 19% of the total population. Non-Hispani White Minnesotans represent
the remaining 81% of the statewide population (MNStateDemographer, 2018). For the
3
https://www.rev.om
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purpose of this study, all names ited for quotations or referred to in senarios have been
hanged to typial / high-frequeny Non-Hispani White names. The goal is not to modify,
diminish, or erase the ethniity of the persons desribed, but simply to better protet their
identity.
Validity
Validity may be an issue for this study, espeially due to my presene in it. I'm not female
and only reently beame aware of the issues women fae in IT. It was diult  espeially
initially  to be sure how my interview questions and theory building would apply to the
issues my female interviewees routinely fae. I will need to rely on three important features
of the theory-building proess: validity heks, interviewee self-reetion, and memo writing.
Validity heks were formulated to serve as rough parameters for theory development. It
is important that validity heks align with and enhane the researh paradigm rather than
onits with it (Lather, 1991; LeGrange & Beets, 2005). Carefully formulated, validity
heks an assist in the yle of aquiring new data (surveys, observations, and interviews)
and formulating theory.
The interview proess provided provide relevant and nuaned information to inform the-
ory development. The best tehniques for exploring a topi often prove beneial not only
for the interviewer, but the interviewee also. Paulo Freire disovered an iterative tehnique
for teahing and developing pedagogial theory whih inreased his students' self-awareness.
The proess, alled onsientização (onsientization) (Freire, 2000), suggests that if su-
essful, the theory-building proess invites not only the interviewee's knowledge, but also
inludes their insights into their situation and its signiane.
Generalizability
The generalizability of this study is aeted by its sampling methods. Conveniene and
snowball sampling are by denition less generalizable than probability-based sampling. The
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women I interviewed worked at numerous ompanies, eah of whih has its own I.T. depart-
ment. The women's experienes working in these I.T. departments were similar enough to
provide ommon threads for analysis and theory development. As a result, I an be on-
dent this researh has good internal generalizability and will apply well to the lives of women
with similar areers (internal validity) (Maxwell, 2005). As a normative ase study, this work
represents what Weiss alls a oneptually important ase (Weiss, 1994).
The generality of a theory outside its original ontext  or external validity (Maxwell,
2005)  depends perhaps paradoxially on its integrity within its own ontext (Charmaz,
2014, p. 323). The generality of a theory is a produt of its analytial strength, rather than
the researh goals. This analytial strength omes from its ritial harateristis, inluding
attention to preoneived assumptions about rae, lass, gender, sex, or other unwanted
biases (Charmaz, 2014, p. 323).
Nuanes
During the summer months of 2018, I interviewed ten women urrently working in the I.T.
industry. All had at least ten years experiene as professional I.T. sta. All had at least ve
years experiene in software engineering, network or database administration, or software
quality assurane (testing). The interviews performed as part of this researh are ompared
for similarities and themes. One the themes are identied, they are explored in detail aross
interviews. One by-produt of this proess is a kind of fragmentation of the interviews. It is
important to remember these interviews are a oherent whole, as are the lives of the women
who so graiously onsented to the interviews.
The kind of analysis presented here entails a kind of deonstrution; everything disussed
here is onsidered one item at a time, one senario, idea, or ase at a time, and often one
onlusion at a time. It an be easy  even tempting  to overstate the individual onlusions
drawn from an analysis or to present them in an imbalaned or disonneted way. This is
espeially true where onlusions seem to ontradit eah other or simply not omfortably
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t together.
The women I interviewed were onsummate professionals. Most had multiple employers
on their resumés, but all were onseutive and most had a tenure of 3  4 years at eah
employer. The enterpiee of their professional lives was their daily jobs; solving problems
and writing omputer soure ode. Relatively few had aspirations to management positions,
and as of this writing, only one served stritly as management. Any of those with a team lead
position still had heavy software development responsibilities. None were system arhitets.
Those who were promoted to leadership positions did so as a result of a deit of existing
leadership, and the opportunity not only to lead, but to help out a friend or olleague. They
typially stepped into these roles as a matter of neessity or as a personal favor, not just as
a new opportunity.
All of the women were very family-oriented, most with spouses and hildren. All struggled
to balane work and family life, and all of them sueeded. All had the support of their
spouses in their areers, and usually their extended families as well. Most of these women
ited their fathers as a major inuene in their lives, and mostly in a positive way. In sum,
these women pursue their I.T. areers in good faith: working to the best of their ability while
on the job, and being their best to their olleagues, family and friends throughout. All of
the following analysis should be read in this light.
4 Findings
Data Patterns
During the summer months of 2018, I interviewed ten female I.T. workers, mostly software
engineers. I reviewed and analyzed the transripts of these interviews using Grounded Theory
(Berg, 2008; Bogdan & Biklen, 2011), with a view toward ethial and normative issues
(Thaher, 2006). The goal of the analysis was to nd patterns aross interviews. While the
narratives themselves would provide useful detail about the diulties they enountered at
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work, the ommon themes  patterns  aross interviews would ontribute to a model of
women's areers in I.T.
The analysis presented here used the theoretial onstruts reviewed earlier: Weber's
theories of Class, Ständ, and Party (Weber, 1978), Bourdieu's theories of soial / symboli /
ultural apital (Bourdieu, 1984, 1985), Bourdieu's theory of Habitus (Bourdieu et al., 1990),
Abbott's theory of workplae identity (Abbott, 1988), and Wenger's framework desribing
ommunities of pratie (Wenger, 1998). Eah of these theories provide a mehanism for
onneting spei narrative anedotes to larger soial realities.
Men Women
Symboli Capital $ $
Cultural Capital $ $$$
Soial Capital $ $$
Table 1: The Cost of an I.T. Career
Bourdieu's theory of symboli, ultural, and soial apital grounds the analysis diretly in
the women's experiene. In the I.T. workplae, all interations are based on  and require 
all three forms of apital. The diulty women enounter is in the ost of their interations.
A oneptual diagram of the dierene in apital osts between men and women is illustrated
in Table 1. Given a onstant ost for men, women require more ultural apital and far more
soial apital than men to aomplish the same goal.
In this study, Bourdieu's theory of symboli / ultural / soial apital interats losely
with his theory of Habitus. Whereas Table 1 desribes the ost women pay for interations,
the Habitus sets and ontrols their prie. The sexism omponent of the I.T. habitus sets
higher areer osts for women than men. The reprodutive quality of habitus enfores those
osts throughout women's areers, and even ensures younger female software engineers will
pay as the older ones did.
Previously I desribed Bourdieu's theory of Habitus in some detail. The major om-
ponents of symboli violene, pedagogi ation, pedagogi authority, pedagogi work, and
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Figure 3: A Summary of the I.T. Habitus
1. Early Experiene with I.T. Habitus:
(a) Family, friends, and teahers have negative attitudes about women in I.T.
(b) Software and systems are written by and for men.
() The path to an I.T. areer is straight, ertain, and well-dened.
2. I.T. Habitus in the Workplae:
(a) Men's power is foreful and apriious.
(b) Sexism is internal as well as external.
() Emotional expression is onsidered unprofessional.
3. Challenging and Changing the I.T. Habitus:
(a) Women rely on a basi sense of self-worth.
(b) Self-reetion brings new insights and ondene.
() Women's networks and groups oer support and advanement.
habitus are outlined and applied to several instanes in the I.T. profession. The interviews
examined here show how the I.T. habitus is strutured and applied. First is the struture,
illustrated in Figure 3. This struture shows that the I.T. habitus has three major areas
of onentration: early experiene(s) with I.T. habitus, I.T. habitus in the workplae, and
hallenges / hanges to I.T. habitus. Eah of these three areas inlude rules or priniples
whih the women I interviewed were fored to follow or reated themselves. All three entail
areas where women's lives are governed by the I.T. habitus, or ways in whih they wrested
ontrol from it.
The appliation of I.T. habitus to women's lives is summarized in Figure 4. Three major
themes emerged from the researh. The rst is early inuenes and interest in the I.T. eld,
and writing soure ode in partiular. When women deide to pursue an I.T. areer, the
path they take an be iruitous. The seond major theme is loss, demonstrated in three
major omponents.
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Figure 4: The I.T. Habitus Applied
1. Beginnings: how women begin their I.T. areer
(a) Early Inuenes: the inuene of friends, family, teahers, peers, and mentors
(b) Career Appeal: why (generally) women pursue an I.T. areer
() Career Trajetory: the (general) path women's I.T. areers trae
2. Loss: the losses women inur during their I.T. areer
(a) Strutural Injustie: systemati fators and workplae onditions whih ause loss
(b) Counterprodutive Habits: how the I.T. habitus works against women's areers
and personal lives
() Grief: women's reations to their insights about loss
3. Reovery: ounterating loss
(a) Personal Resiliene: personal fators whih support reovery
(b) Self-Care: ways women support their own reovery
() Strutural Support: ways women support eah other's reovery
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The rst is systemati, strutural injustie in whih sexism auses loss in women's pro-
fessional and to some extent, personal lives. Habitus is internalized, resulting in ounterpro-
dutive habits and grief. Grief leads to the realization of loss, whih in turn inspires eorts
to reover. Reovery is rst based in personal resiliene and a sense of self-worth. Self-are
inludes reetion on their personal and professional lives: their rst insights about their
situation ome from themselves. Finally, the interviews show when and how women reah
out to eah other to give and reeive support.
Throughout the ndings and analysis, we will see the interation between the inreased
soial and ultural osts to women, and the I.T. habitus setting its prie. We will also see
how women's eorts to survive and support eah other alleviates that prie. Bourdieu's
developed the theories of symboli / ultural / soial apital and habitus independently, but
we will see in the following setions how they move together  like the two sides of a oin.
Early Inuenes
This setion harts the beginnings of the interviewee's areers in I.T. Their aounts of their
early experienes show the positive and negative inuenes whih shaped their areer hoies.
In these stories, the women reount the formative and seminal experienes whih motivated
and guided them toward a areer in I.T. In many ways, these experienes still sustain them.
I note arefully here, not all motivational experienes are positive.
Family and Friends
One major fator in the interviewees hoosing I.T. as a profession is the inuene of friends
and family. Parents have primary inuene on the role of gender in hoie of profession, as
Thomasina desribes:
I was raised by parents that did not see gender as something that held you o
from doing anything you wanted to do. I was very muh enouraged in sienes
and math to do that from a very young age. ...and we talk about the bias as kids
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grow up, and being segmented into that, Well, you're a girl, you should do this,
you're a boy, you should do this. It still is very prominent and I feel like maybe
I skated through that beause my family wasn't in a situation ... I didn't grow
up in a situation where I felt that bias. I never felt like I ouldn't do something
beause I was a girl, but I think a lot of girls do feel that as they grow up, and
they're kind of diverted.
Thomasina's experiene suggests parents need to oah girls when taking interest in
STEM and omputer siene elds. These elds are dominated by boys and men, so parents
need to be sensitive to any additional needs girls have when asserting their interests. In
the literature reviewed earlier, it is lear most girls enter STEM elds prepared. Or at the
very least, any additional experiene boys have over girls doesn't substantively matter when
evaluating their work. Young women's pereptions may dier, however, and that dierene
may justify additional STEM training to bolster their self-ondene even when their skills
in these subjets are already ompetitive:
I an remember my dad sitting down at the kithen table with me in rst grade,
seond grade beause my teaher wouldn't give me extra math work and I wanted
to do more math... Yeah, in fat rather than disouraging me from it, he enour-
aged me at it. He elebrated that I was doing well in those elds, and that I had
an interest in that. So, I feel like I had an advantage from a relatively young age.
In their narrative, fathers emerge as espeially important in supporting young women's
STEM and omputer siene areers. The inuene of fathers is manifested in numerous
ways. For instane, Linda's father was inuential on her in his faility and ondene with
working with eletroni equipment:
That's beause my dad was doing this home study ourse for eletronis repair,
to be an eletroni repair tehniian to get into a dierent areer. I remember
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him making these devies and making a television set, and I thought that's pretty
ool 'ause I was in there playing with the volt meter and some of that.
Her father's ondene inuened Linda's uriosities in exploring eletroni equipment
past its repair and into its reation. Similarly, Luinda's father shared his interest with
eletrial diagrams with her, leading later to his support of her work on web sites:
So, my dad is denitely the main, and I'm sure that happens a lot. But, my dad's
an eletrial engineer. And so, he's always...like I remember being ve, six years
old and my dad trying to get me to read eletrial diagrams... And then, when
I was in high shool my dad got me my rst website, or my rst domain name.
And, this is how you push up the ontent to it. And, it was very very simple.
I was posting pitures for my friends to see for the various shenanigans that we
got up to. And it was just like HTML on a website, nothing fany or whatever.
I did that for awhile and I still really wasn't interested in tehnology. I wanted
to go into art professionally and my dad was the one who was like, Well you an
always do art on the side, but omputers make more money and maybe that's....
So, I went into ollege for Computer Siene right away 'ause that made sense.
Fathers supporting their daughters in a exible way allows them to show their partiular
interest in tehnology (e.g. eletrial diagrams or eletronis repair) but allow room for their
daughters to show a similar kind of interest in a dierent area of siene. Kari felt support
from her father to pursue robotis after she expressed interest in it, though her narrative
doesn't indiate whether or not he knew anything about it:
But I didn't ... omputer siene wasn't even on my radar beause I wasn't
sure where my diretion would be. It was only in my junior year in high shool
where my dad and I met the guidane ounselor and at the time they were
oering whatever extra urriulum for my senior year, and there was a ourse,
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an alternative shool, a ourse like industrial lass and had something to do with
roboti arms. And so my dad enouraged me to pursue it and so I did.
While most interviewees felt support from their family in pursuing tehnial areers,
one or two did not. Ivy's parents were muh more supportive of her pursuing a business-
oriented areer, and Beth's parents were supportive of her areer hoies, but not speially
in a siene-oriented areer. These women found the enouragement of mentors in their
eduational and professional experienes, whih we will explore next.
Eduation
As we saw in the literature review, formal eduation an be an important inuene on how far
a young woman will persist in pursuing an I.T. areer. More speially, formal eduation
is an important time for professors, teahing assistants, and lassmates to enourage or
disourage female students. Unfortunately, many professors and sta view I.T. as politially
neutral, and while the spei subjet matter (mathematis, physis, programming, et.)
may not be subjet to politial mores, its professional pratie most ertainly is: the I.T.
habitus.
Early in her eduation, Linda enountered professors who believed the funtionalist fal-
lay about women's minds not being adequately suited for sienti elds, but perhaps more
importantly, suh professors did nothing to prevent Linda's fellow students from diminishing
her soial status (Ständ) at every available opportunity:
So, then I went to UND, whih had a bunh of sexist professors. My advisor said
that women didn't belong in engineering beause their minds ouldn't handle the
math, and then there was another professor in a lassroom full of people, mostly
men, who said, Women don't belong in engineering beause they take jobs away
from men. The lass was also probably 90% white males at that time, so I didn't
ourish there.
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One of my best professors was a female hemist and she taught hemistry. She
was awesome, and so after I nished my year there, I deided, Yeah, I don't like
this plae, and I transferred to Metro State, and at that time, they were just
starting their eletrial engineering program and they only had three professors,
and I went through there. They were all good professors, supportive. There was
no problem with the professors. The problem was with the guys in the lass. My
lab partner was this guy who had worked as a tehniian, and he said, Well,
don't worry. I'll put this all together. I'll put the iruit together, and, I know
what I'm doing.
And, we had a dieletri apaitor in there, and I looked at it, and I said, I
think you got it in there bakwards, beause if you put it in the wrong way, it's
gonna blow up. There's one diretion the urrent an go. So, he said, No, don't
worry. Don't worry, and he turns it on and then he walks o, and then, you
know, maybe 30 seonds after he walks o, it pops. It starts smelling, smoking,
and the other guys look aross the table at me like, That's what we expeted.
One good example of this was in the ommuniations lass. We were doing 40A
transforms, and one of the alulations, the funtion was
sin(x)
x
, whih is a syn
funtion, you know, that at 0, it's whatever the saling fator happens to be, and
then wherever it rosses the 0 line ... these guys were beating their heads against
the table, How am I supposed to map this? How are we supposed to graph this?
When I put 0 in, the alulator blows up. And, Where do the 0s go? Where
does it ross the 0 and then the amplitude and all that? You're sitting at a
table, and I said, It doesn't matter. Just draw a little bit, 'ause that x and
that n is just a saling fator, and L'Hpital's rule tells you that at 0, it's gonna
be whatever the value of n is. 
Well, they didn't believe me. They went ahead and did whatever the hell they
did. Then we get in lass after we've handed in the homework, and what does
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the professor say when they ask him? He says, It's just a saling fator. They
all look at me, the guys who had been at the table, and afterwards, they said,
You only knew that beause the professor told you.
Linda's narrative shows how the hubris of the I.T. habitus is already well-ingrained in
her fellow male lassmates: the soial apital prie she pays to prove she's right is too high;
they will hear none of what she has to say. The mistake proves fatal; that she was right all
along provides Linda with support for her ompetene and therefore her worth as an I.T.
worker. Further inidents like this fail to threaten Linda's ondene in the same way.
Thankfully, there are other ases where eduation provides the ediation and ondene
one would expet from gaining tehnial experiene. Beth explains how this was true for her
by attending a tehnial shool named TeahCo:
We atually had one of the instrutors from TeahCo who deided to work with
us for a while and he was very helpful, so I got on the right trak, I think,
beause he ame to work with us and he was atually doing reviews and being
more helpful.
In ases where parents don't support their daughter's interest in an I.T. areer, women
like Tabatha reommend eduational institutions provide this support instead, by bridging
their pereived gap in STEM skills prior to taking STEM or omputer siene lasses:
I think I've heard probably some of the same, like NPR blog posts that you have
where they talk about how it's shifted to, we're all learning this together to, guys
oming in with this level of knowledge and women who hadn't tinkered with it
having a dierent level. Having everyone have the, let's get everyone on the same
page ourse to get them ...
As shown earlier, Tabatha's reommendation has been taken seriously by researhers and
eduators at CMU. It seems it would be well if they were adopted more widely. Tabatha also
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supplied me with the replies she made to a lass assignment for her M.S. degree, where she
was asked to disuss whether or not women an ourish in a male-dominated profession.
Her lengthy and nuaned response demonstrated that she ould and by any measure had
suessfully forged a suessful areer despite I.T. sexism.
Seond, however, was the lengthy enumeration of the personal and professional ost she
had inurred in the proess. Tabatha's ritique of the female professor who had given this
assignment was not so muh that she was tone-deaf to Tabatha's onerns; the professor
seemed to have a reeptive ear. Rather, Tabatha's objetion was that her professor's un-
derstanding was oversimplied; that her pereptions laked the nuane and sophistiation
Tabatha would need to make any pratial deisions whih would improve her professional
life.
Seminal Mentoring / Mentorship
Another important soure of areer support is the mentorship women reeive on the job.
The interviews did not indiate any partiular or onsistent soure for mentorship, whether
olleagues, managers, or other. The foundation of the mentorship is a ommon style or
approah to problem-solving, usually the kind required to aomplish a work task. Ivy
explains suintly why she and her mentor of many years were able to onnet, and why
Ivy learned so muh from her:
We both like simpliity, well organized, lean ode.
Thomasina outlines an experiene she had with a work olleague. In this ase, he was a
former (retired) I.T. manager alled upon to train a team:
I atually got assigned to a projet, it was a major undertaking for them. They
were bringing in some new software and they had brought in some onsultants to
build a system, and I got assigned to it to work on that projet as the database
analyst. One of the people they brought in was, one of the onsultants they
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brought in atually was a retired IT manager from NetCo. So, he atually turned
out to be probably the best mentor I had early in my areer... He enouraged me
to do things, he said things to me that made me feel like I ould be suessful in
the areer. He talked about that I had the right way of thinking about things. He
told me on thing that I thought about the rest of my areer. He said, You're not
very good at building something from srath, but you're really good at putting
piees together into something new. So, I feel like that maybe dened some of
my areer after that.
For others, the story is more omplex, but often redues to a similar  intuitive  on-
netion about the nature of the work and the approah required to solve it. Linda explains
one suh instane in her professional life:
I worked with a team out of Wisonsin. The rest of the people who were working
in Mason City were working on the FlyCotesting, and they just had this small
group that needed to work in Des Moines, and the other people in Mason City
did not like the program manager, but I thought the program manager was great.
He sat us down, told us what he wanted to test, how to test it, laid everything
out... 'Cause it made sense to me what he expets and what he expets you to
do.
Sometimes, internal ompetition or jealousies an result from a mentorship beoming too
visible to other members of a development team. Again, as this happened to Linda:
Yeah, they didn't like him. They didn't like working with him, and he said
to me, You're so dierent from the rest of the people from there. You listen.
You go through the requirements. You pik out things that are wrong in the
requirements. You pik out things that are wrong in the ode. He thought it
was great. That's why he wanted to hire me...
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Other women had to withstand the oddities or quirks of their mentors in order to reeive
mentorship. Connie reounts an instane where her mentor  someone whose opinions on
software development she had identied as valuable  refused to meet with her during regular
business hours:
He would stay late too, so until 5:00, he would not help me at all, and after 5:00,
I would just stop by his ube, and he will show me. It's like, okay, maybe you
need to start thinking about ... No, he wouldn't even say it like that...
Nonetheless, Connie redits this mentor with imparting valuable knowledge and pratie:
I would leave work at 6:30 / 7:00, so I was working very long hours. I learned a
lot, I'm not disouraged by that experiene, I learned a lot; I even had a mentor,
who was not oial mentor, but I am grateful to him that he taught me what I
know today.
All instanes of mentorship inlude their own partiular details, and for the most part,
all are founded on basi trust and respet. That said, few of these relationships seemed
ollegial: most inluded a power imbalane between mentor and mentee.
Career Appeal
As one would expet, ertain features or attributes of software engineering appealed to the
women who hose and pursued I.T. as a areer. These experienes an beome a soure
of ompetene and ondene, as their interest in a tehnology leads them into further
understanding it, then developing the software itself.
Curiosity and Play
Some experienes suh as those reounted by Theresa indiate interest during their teenage
years, but regardless of when it ours, there is a modium of freedom for them to take it
or leave it. In their ase, they take it:
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Yep. Yeah. So I remember those. And then I think when I was maybe 14 or
15, we started getting the AOL CDs in the newspaper and stu, and I somehow
onvined my parents that we should sign up, and nobody used... Maybe even
Prodigy, I remember being on Prodigy.
Curiosity about / play with a partiular tehnology leads to the desire to understand
its underlying mehanis and strutures. Beth reounts an early experiene where playing a
game lead her to be urious about the soure ode in whih it was written:
We didn't have one, personally at home, but I loved omputers. I loved going
to my friends houses and playing on them. My parents were teahers, so they'd
bring them home every one in a while, always Apple. And then, some of my
friends' parents worked at CompCo. They had a lot of those around, whih were
dierent omputers than we're used to now, personal omputers... Yeah, they're
... so, yeah, I don't know. I really liked tehnology like playing games. I always
wanted to program. We had a Commodore 64 for a long while, and I did the ...
you just put in exatly all the odes and that was pretty fun. I never saw ... it
didn't seem gendered to me at the time. That only happened, I think, when I
got older.
Beth notes at the end of her story how she didn't realize any of software engineering
was gendered until long after she beame experiened with it. While the I.T. habitus is an
important feature of the industry, it's not a high priority at this point. Beth ontinues her
story about how tehnology as a pleasurable avoation beame a soure of inome:
I was just interested in it. I liked seeing information displayed. I don't really
have a other good explanation for that. I was just urious and I wanted to see if
I ould do it, so people asked. I would play around with stu and show people on
message boards in loal twin ities. People on there like, Oh, an you do this for
me? And then I'd do it, and then eventually I started harging people, and one
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person would reommend me to another person, so I had a group of about four
or ve people I was just doing work for on websites like ataloging, displaying
mostly musi stu.
There is also a point at whih young women often make a ruial deision whih young
men in general do not: they see tehnology not only as an amusement or potential ommerial
venture, but as a benet to broader soiety. Kari shows this in a narrative of how her own
thinking and feelings about tehnology evolved:
Experiene with the robotis and also I was just fasinated with the Internet at
that time. So, in high shool, I was part of a speeh group, and I did a speeh
on the informational highway. At the time, it was unheard of playing ... I was
talking about like reading artiles about you're gonna play virtual games with
someone in Japan or something; that was unheard of bak then.
But now, it's like ... it was just ... and that's what ... it's like this is awesome
where we're gonna embrae this tehnology that's going to onnet people. And I
thought a omputer engineering degree was more related to that, to what piqued
my interest.
Work / Task Centrism
For many, onnetion between olleagues is prediated on a ommon work task. Many I.T.
plaes inlude review proesses, in whih o-workers review one of their olleague's proposed
work before it beomes prodution-level or publi-faing funtionality. In the ase of ode
reviews, one or more software engineer reviews the software (soure ode) produed by
another to evaluate it for best praties, potential design aws, seurity issues, and other
less tangible qualities suh as readability and reusability. Many developers suh as Ivy use
ode reviews as a pedagogial exerise:
I've learned what not to do by being in other people's ode. I like simpliity.
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I think that sometimes people in IT want a very omplex projet that makes...
and I think it's more about getting bak to simpliity. Let's go from A to B. You
don't need to ... You don't need A to Z with a point in eah plae just beause
you've over-engineered it.
The ode review proess allows the developer to shift the evaluation of their professional
worth to their work produt. This is arguably the best-ase senario for all involved, though
in tense or highly politiized work environments, something as fundamental as work produt
may be overlooked. Even deliberately. In Ivy's ase, she insisted on it, and by doing so
gained great ondene in her work; if her ode works, she's suessful:
I don't feel like I need to justify, and I just ... I get things done. I run irles
around some of the guys I've worked with, who are doing this all the time.
Talking about all the stu they do. I just do it. Just get it done. And it's taken
me a while to gure that out. Like ... And I'm probably sounding a little bit
oky now, but it's just in the last ouple years when I'm like, You know what?
Enough. I'm good at what I do.
Career Trajetory
Career Ar
Several of the women interviewed had non-I.T. undergraduate university majors, whih
started them on non-I.T. areers after graduation. For instane, Ivy and Beth both had
non-CS majors, and Linda is an eletrial engineer. Contrary to an important rule of the
I.T. habitus, their route to an I.T. areer was neither diret nor ertain. The dot-om boom
of the late 1990  early 2000 period relaxed this requirement somewhat, but as of the end
of the boom  approximately 2005 and onward  the best andidates for I.T. positions
were those who seemed to know their areer long before they started. Thomasina explains
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her own areer in these terms and remarks that sine the dot-om boom ended, there has
been a shortage of I.T. workers:
There was a period in the late '90s where universities were not putting out om-
puter siene or IT graduates, beause the market .. One we got past Y2K,
it was hard, it was a hard market. So, universities were not enouraging young
people to ome out of ollege with omputer siene or IT, management servies,
MIS degrees. So, there was a long period of time where there wasn't a new rop
of people to be doing this.
It's only been in the last, maybe 5, 10 years that we're seeing really more of a
surge in people going into this is their areer and oming out of olleges with this
as a degree. Many of our onsultants atually didn't ome out ... I don't have a
omputer siene degree, most of our onsultants, older onsultants don't. A lot
of math majors, hemistry majors, musi majors, a surprising number of musi
majors.
Thomasina's seond areer in I.T. is typial for other interviewees like her: she did well
in her subjets in shool, knows how to learn, is self-motivate, and knows how to -diret a
projet to ompletion. The rest is just needing adequate time to learn I.T. skills:
I started out in just liberal arts, I moved over to the ollege of biologial sienes.
I graduated with a degree in mirobiology. When I got out of shool, when I got
out of the university, at that time, there was two paths that you ould take as
a mirobiology graduate. You ould go into the healthare industry, where most
of the jobs were working in laboratories and hospitals, or you ould go into the
food industry.
So, I went from ... I started taking orders and then quikly moved into being
what they alled a verier, whih was the person that sat down at the omputer
sreen after they had been sanned, and reviewed it and made sure there weren't
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issues or hanged issues, or something didn't need to be re-sanned or something
like that. So, at the time I graduated, they atually had an opening in their IT
department, in the database group. I applied for it, and got it. So, I started out
as a junior database analyst, and went on my areer through database.
Thomasina's experiene on the job is similar to the uriosity and play others experiened
outside the professional environment. In the ase of Thomasina and others like her, pratial
neessity rather than amusement drives their suess:
Yep, yep. They kind of followed a similar path to what I did, graduated with
one thing, wasn't really interested in working in the jobs that were available, so
found something that seemed interesting and ould support you at the time.
Tenaity
One ommon underurrent in all the interviewee's stories is tenaity: the will to pursue their
areers despite obstales. This is espeially evident when they re-trained from a non-I.T.
university subjet or areer into I.T. Many suh as Beth hose a private ourse of study
(online or from a book) or took a brief but intense programming skills ourse. This part of
their eduation is very pratial and results-foused. Their goal is to join the I.T. profession
as quikly and easily as possible:
It's a boot amp. It's in the Twin Cities. It's not online. It's the only one ...
they're not like one of the franhises. They're for web stu, and it's like a ... it
was an 18-week program when I went there. I think it's a 20-week program, now,
and it's intended to take anyone who applies and qualies. You don't need any
bakground, and they have some onnetions with the loal ommunity. They
nd out what tehnologies they want, and then you sort of do the work of getting
a job yourself. It's not like you're guaranteed a job.
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Another major event in women's lives is when they have hildren. Many interviewees
enjoyed support from their spouses, but were relutant to disuss the details. Only in a few
ases, suh as Beth's were they able to work on their new areer during their hild's early
years. No doubt, Beth's hoie to pursue an I.T. areer while raising a young hild required
tenaity and grit:
So, I mean I was doing it when he was a baby. I do remember doing some of it.
I was also working full-time pretty muh the whole time so that was like outside
of work or when I had breaks. So, I went bak to shool right before he went to
kindergarten, so that was like four years, yeah.
The most prominent theme whih emerged from the interviews is loss. The loss these
female software software engineers experiened varied in degree and in kind, and was un-
derstood and expressed in numerous ways. The following subsetions explore the various
ways these women experiene loss. Most make it diult to distinguish personal loss from
professional loss.
Strutural Injustie
The I.T. workplae is male-dominant, as is its ulture. This ulture imposes male-oriented
rules and norms on all I.T. workers, but learly this ulture has a disproportionate and
adverse eet on women. The ulture restrits women's bodies, personalities, or abilities.
This inludes both realized expression (ations, personal traits, or abilities they've atually
done or expressed) and potential expression. The result of imposing these norms is the rst
and greatest loss women experiene: loss of self. Loss of self entails a urtailing of person,
personality, or ability aording to imposed rules. Imagine the word don't sounding in
your head; the soure an be one or more people, an institution, or yourself. The result,
though, is always the same: a diminution of some aspet of self.
Most of the loss experiened by female software engineers is systemati: aused by a stru-
ture of onuent fators rather than one fator in partiular. Most loss is also experiened
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as an aggregate of interations, rather than any one interation in partiular.
Per Bourdieu's theory of Habitus, this system is the result of a male-dominated I.T.
ulture whih has been inulated in its members, male and female alike. This ulture entails
rules about how I.T. workers are allowed to at and interat. One goal of this analysis is
to illustrate the rules and norms women must obey, and how they dier from the rules and
norms for men.
Many of the rules or norms imposed on women are double-binds, or damned if you
do, damned if you don't. For instane, women who spend time at work instead of at
home are onsidered bad wives and negletful mothers. Conversely, women who don't spend
enough time at work, in lieu of family time, are bad employees: distrated, disloyal, and
unprodutive. We will see other similar rules throughout this analysis.
Competene
The main soial urreny in software engineering is ompetene: the ability to think re-
atively and logially, then to express these in writing omputer software. One of the rst
eets of sexism is to diminish the soial urreny of women; that is, women are assumed to
have less intelligene, have fewer or less eetive organization skills, and are believed to be
less reative than men.
Women's professional ontributions are treated with a double standard, depending on
outome. This is most readily apparent under stressful onditions. If a woman reeives an
assignment and suessfully ompletes it, her presene is tolerated as minimally aeptable.
She is unlikely to reeive praise or reognition, or at least not as muh as men would. When
women's ontribution is suessful or leads to suess, their work goes mostly unreognized.
Conversely, when diulties lead to projet delays or failure, women take the brunt of it,
and often are blamed more than men. If for some reason the projet goes badly, a woman
an expet harsh ritique or even humiliation. This despite any fators beyond her ontrol
or outside her area of responsibility. Women's atual experiene, redentials, and ideas are
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ignored if aknowledged at all. When women are reognized or aknowledged, they are kept
at a soial distane. They are exluded from soial groups and informal teams, some of
whih are preursors to more formal promotions. Exept formally, women aren't asked for
advie, to ontribute, or for help exept when neessary. They are generally not invited
for new or innovative work and instead need to ompete for it. Sometimes, women step in
to ompensate for mens lak of skill or inability to ommuniate eetively. All by itself,
ontributing to a team or ompensating for others is expeted of professionals. What isn't
expeted is that good professional ondut remains unreognized. Like housework, women's
professional work is often invisible, espeially the emotional work they perform.
Professional environments are hierarhial, but within levels, employees attitudes toward
eah other are supposed to be ollegial and relatively impartial. Beause of their position of
privilege, men may take a more imperious attitude toward women; expeting their opinions
and judgments to go unhallenged or above ritique. Men are therefore less likely or able
to ompromise. Male allies do what they an to make things easier for women in the
workplae, but they typially don't plae themselves at muh risk in the proess. They
limit their eet on the workplae to the status quo, and do unfortunate little other than
to smooth women's feelings in the wake of a sexist omment or event. Whether they intend
it or not, allies tend to be less eetive at alleviating sexism than they believe they are
(Hess, 2014; Larson, 2014a, 2014b; Murphy, 2015).
Less ommonly, men may treat women as a threat or their presene as an intrusion. At
its most harmless, men treat women as an unwelome presene, as if they don't belong. At
worst, they exlude women from opportunities for innovation or promotion, whih an stall
their areers or starve them of interest. Somewhere in the middle is the most problemati
way men exlude women: daily interation. When women are spoken to only when it's
neessary, rather than as a part of the normal daily interation between olleagues, the result
is soial isolation. Women are allowed to ontribute less to the pool of shared knowledge
(Brown & Duguid, 2000), reeive less feedbak on projets, and reeive less attention for
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their ahievements.
One of the women I spoke with, Thomasina, had over ten years of experiene as a man-
ager. Another named Kari was just entering a management training ourse. My interview
with Thomasina examined her professional experiene at length, and she insisted throughout
that she had never experiened sexism of any kind; that as a network administrator, she had
moved from one work environment to another with ease. Her management experiene was a
natural extension of her work and professional ontats, and she had never experiened sex-
ism as a manager either. Kari was in the proess of moving from her software development
position to management. She was thoughtful about her experiene as a software engineer,
but seemed eager to leave it behind.
I believe Thomasina told me the truth about her areer as she knew it, but I also believe
she underwent the same kind of transition Kari was in the middle of. That women in I.T.
management have never experiened sexism before their promotion is strange at best, unless
one onsiders their perspetives as illustrating a ruial point: the I.T. habitus fores a
hange of worldview when a worker is promoted to management. During the transition,
the workers suppresses past memories or reinterprets them to be onsistent with a new,
more powerful management role. Power is attained through merit rather than luk and
professional onnetion, so only personal attributes and memories whih support an image
of merit are kept. The rest are forgotten or denied.
The I.T. habitus explains the interation between women who have been promoted to
management and their female employees. The bulk of their professional experiene they have
in ommon, but the promotion fores a hange of worldview in the manager whih estranges
them not only from their themselves, but their reports as well. For the new manager, this
estrangement may mean relief from memories of the past, but it also auses deep between
women. The experiene may hange women's minds about promotion. Ivy and Connie had
a very negative experiene with a female manager, and spent years reoniling with their
own approah to management. Both Ivy and Connie have dierent  and more thoughtful 
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experienes as team leaders, and neither has any onnetion to their previous female manager.
Self-Disounting
Women who deide not to pursue management as a areer goal develop a olletion of
oping mehanisms to preserve their psyhologial health. One method they use is similar
to the worldview hange whih ours more automatially when women aept a promotion
to leadership. I will refer to this skill as self-disounting. Self-disounting is a form of
self-denial where instead of reinterpreting the past with a view to their merits (as new
managers would), it is reinterpreted with a view to others merits. More diretly, the past
is reinterpreted in a way whih denies the sexism and therefore denies that anything sexist
ourred to them. Instead, their thoughts and feelings about being treated in a sexist way
are reinterpreted as imaginary or illusory. When asked to reall instanes of sexism she had
experiened in the workplae, Theresa said she thought she remembered a few, but that she
wasn't sure it was sexism; Maybe it's just me. and I'm sure it's all in my head.
Sexism is internalized at the individual level as muh as it is systemi. The sexism of
self-disounting is some of the most deeply internalized of any enountered in the interviews.
Theresa expressed this well during one suh interview:
I sell myself short. I feel like I don't like to say I understand something unless I
really feel like I understand something, and I an't ever tell. Like, do I have the
same skillset? Am I qualied? They talk like they know what they're saying,
and it sounds like they know what they're saying, and you play these head games
with yourself that you're sort of like, I don't know if I know.
Sentiments like these indiate deep self-doubt; disounting their ompetene, whih is
the fundamental soial urreny of the I.T. eld. In her rst thought above, her inlination
is to not say anything; as if she has no ompetene and therefore nothing to ontribute.
She noties others (men) have no suh problem. Both of these lead her to the ontradition
that she was qualied enough to be hired for the job, but somehow no longer believes in her
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qualiations when ompared to men. Theresa sells herself short not only to others, but
to herself.
In this previous situation, the women's soial urreny  ompetene  is devalued, and
this de-valuation is done by both men and women. One of the main problems with self-
disounting is the rule whih denies women the right or ability to express their feelings.
Soial progress despite, women are still expeted to maintain a demure ountenane, lest
they be labeled as aberrant or misbehaved.
Self-disounting extends into many areas of women's professional life, inluding their
belief in the monetary worth of their work, whether or not they merit promotion, and
whether or not women in general an develop software. This despite their own experiene
reeiving ompetitive wages, opportunities for promotion, and their suess writing software
on a daily basis. One reason women tell themselves is that men are more ompetent than
women in software engineering beause of mens earlier exposure. Again, from Theresa:
I felt like I may have had low self-esteem, so I bought that idea where things are
somehow ... like the guys gured things out easier than the girls. But looking
bak, I realize that it's beause they had exposure to omputer siene before
oming to ollege...
Also, from Beth:
I'd just be like, Well, I ould do that for $200, and they'd be like, Okay. Or,
I did have a guy who I was harging hourly, but he was getting everything from
srath, and I wasn't harging him that muh for it 'ause I was like, I don't know
what I'm doing, really, even though it turns out I did know what I was doing.
I just had thought at the time, I was like, Oh, I'm not a professional, really,
yeah. I was doing totally ne. I was doing real websites, PHP and JavaSript.
Beause I had learned it all kind of in a vauum, I didn't really see myself as
knowing how to do it.
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These are the same sentiments women express as part of their undergraduate experiene,
extended into their areers. Self-disounting is also a frequent defense mehanism, or a way
to smooth over a tense soial situation. More speially, women use self-depreating humor,
usually at their own expense. For instane, Beth uses self-disounting to ounterat a male
o-worker's sexism and fragility:
I would say nobody there is sexist exept for one person, and I don't think he
wants to be, but he onstantly is oming up to me and saying stu like, Oh, I
have this pink able. I don't want it, and handing it to me, or apologizing for
swearing, and I'm like, Would you do that for other people? I'm a person that's
learly not sensitive. I feel singled out, and it's very irritating to me, but if I
tell him that, he gets super apologeti and it's almost even more irritating. Like,
Just stop doing it.
Individual-Level Sexism
In some instanes, women experiene sexism from men on an individual basis rather than
from a group of men. Women are still a minority in I.T., so their diminished representation
makes them an easy target. Men know when they at as bullies; when they overstep their
representation and use power they shouldn't. The result is a form of passive-aggressive
behavior termed male fragility. Men at as if threatened by women, though the threat is
at best illusory. This threat seems to extend even to family members, as Tabatha relates
about her own brother:
It's a really diult subjet to talk about, beause even when I talk, say like
with my brothers, my one brother, he feels very threatened by it. Like, You
an't do anything, you an't say anything to anyone. It's like, it's not about
that. People know what's right and wrong, what's intentional and what's not.
People just, they automatially tense up.
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As does Luinda:
...He just, he would make jokes that I wouldn't let other people get away with.
But, that was just beause of, it's like my brother makes the worst fuking anti
feminism jokes ever. He trolls me more than...but I know where he's oming
from. Beause we grew up together and I know his wife really well, and we've
had also serious onversations about feminism and stu where I know that he
is not oming from a shitty plae. I know that he's just trying to get me mad
or whatever like he's my little brother. And then, this guy I knew him for long
enough where he would say stu and he wouldn't get as muh of a pass, but he
still would get a little bit of a pass.
This strained relationship is diult to undo or re-do with men who understand their
power and deliberately pose no threat. Their experiene with bullies makes women relutant
to trust other men. Kari says this suintly and preisely:
I guess I'm more autious with the men allies.
Taken to its extreme, men bullying women in the workplae surpasses sexism to sexual
harassment. The sexual harassment or sexual assault pattern typial in this olletion of
interviews entails individual men making sexually suggestive verbal advanes toward women.
That is, sexual harassment wasn't usually done by two or men together, nor did it extend to
physial ation (sexual assault). Whereas sexism disounts women's soial value and soial
urreny, sexual harassment treats women as if they have no suh standing or urreny at
all. Instead, women are judged stritly on external appearanes or behavior men inorretly
interpret as sexually suggestive. Luinda desribes one episode, typial for herself and other
women she knows:
Oh people do street at alling all the time. When you walk around down town.
That was the biggest thing of getting used to work, walking around down town.
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Is like, don't make eye ontat, head phones, just don't even respond. I have
a friend who is younger by me, she went to a oding boot amp and not a full
ollege. So, by the time that she was working she was a lot younger, and she's
very ute. And, she is basially like... people would like... what people take as
a invitation to move forward. I think she smiled at someone and they just got
all, like you smiled at me so that means I have to do all this. So, head phones,
sunglasses, bith fae, and you don't want to do that. But, it's, just listen to
podasts.
The ompensation women do in situations suh as this have nothing to do with a ommon,
negotiated soial urreny suh as ompetene. Instead, it's basi self-defense. The example
Luinda ites happens outside the professional workplae ontext, but not far. The trauma
they experiene  simply walking to their oe  follows them inside. Women have similar
experienes online, in situations where their virtual identity the fat that they are female.
Online forums whih allow for omments  Twitter, bulletin boards, and news websites
to name a few  leave women vulnerable to men who leverage their online anonymity to
gratuitously intimidate women. In some ases, the violene men express online risks spilling
over into real life. Luinda disusses her experiene with one suh Twitter user:
...he's been going by other names. He's dangerous. He's got restraining orders,
be areful.
The result is a redution in the publi freedoms women enjoy (Luinda again):
I don't Tweet about where I work anymore and I don't when I go to get inter-
viewed by a podaster or give a presentation I don't talk about where I work
anymore.
Less ommon than sexual harassment is sexual assault. Only one interviewee, Tabatha,
reported an inident of a near-miss sexual assault:
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Anyway, the problem was that when I brought up his behavior, then they told
me, Are you sure you're misreading it, are you sure this is happening? It goes
on and on. Then when it got to an inident where it was like, I will not work
with this person, I do not feel safe, beause he ornered me in a lab... I literally
was trying to gure out, if I run that way around the table or an I get around
that piee of equipment to get away from ... literally, alulating.
Tabatha onsidered the situation unique and mostly random, however dangerous. She is
notably relutant to disuss it, and is areful to situate it in the ontext of the suppression
she experiened in its wake: the management she worked for tried to negotiate  gaslight 
her out of her own perspetive on the event.
Job-Related Issues
Inside the I.T. professional environment, women still have problem navigating their position
among their olleagues. One problem onerns the role or roles they play on a software
development team. The rst problem is role ambiguity. Thomasina provides the rst instane
we will examine:
Having maybe started out in database analysis, I have a very data entri opinion
about developing systems. If you don't get the data right, I don't are what
beautiful system you put on top of it, it's not going to work right. So, I have
a very data entri view of systems and building systems. So, yes data analysis
always ame into my business analysis. Quite frequently, I was asked to review
other people's data, logial data designs or database designs to see what they
missed, if things made sense, if they onneted orretly and stu.
Connie provides perspetive on her own position, whih seems similar:
I think they are trying to leverage my skillset, as in I already knew big data, and
I have tehnial bakground, and I had been in an analytis team where I had
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learned enough about marketing the business, so they see a good ombination. I
have a very good ombination, where I know the business, so I understand what
needs to be done, or I understand the business problem when somebody omes
to us, and I am tehnial enough where I know where I need to interept myself,
and how to get help from IT, if needed. Yeah, now I'm talking IT, sine I'm in
marketing, but-
Thomasina and Connie see opportunity in the ambiguity; exible job roles provided
opportunity for advanement and leadership where more traditional or well-dened job roles
did not. That said, Thomasina and Connie were seasoned I.T. veterans who had previous,
extensive experiene in well-dened job roles and were ready for the new hallenges entailed
by more exible job roles. Conversely, ambiguous job roles may also entail ompensating for
Younger or less experiened professionals might nd suh ambiguity onfusing or distressing.
Closely related to ambiguous job roles is invisible job roles, or more generally, invisible
work. The term originates in domesti life, where women assume nurturant roles to the
point where they beome responsible for the emotional life of their family. Beth reounted
her experiene with her husband:
My husband and I have the emotional labor disussion. He doesn't believe it
exists. He thinks it's a misommuniation. He thinks it's ouples misommu-
niating what they want. I don't know. It's hard for me to understand. He's
trying to gure it out. He's listening to people.
Role ambiguity bakres when it entails not only fullling stated work duties, but en-
suring others fulll theirs and feel good about it. Oial job roles have little to do with
the emotional esprit de orps of a software development group, so one would assume it's an
equally shared responsibility among team members. However, when a woman join the team,
she is assumed to be responsible for it, whether she wishes it or not. The result leaves her
feeling trapped in her job for reasons whih have little to do with the reasons she agreed to
take it, as Beth explains:
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And then, you know, realizing you're never gonna get ... no one's ever gonna hire
you to be the boss 'ause you're doing so well in this role.
Anne's insight is not only that managing her team's emotional life redues her manager's
workload, but Beth's (male) manager likely believes as the rest of her male teammates do;
that women are responsible for nurturane, regardless of ontext. Beth takes a nurturant
role in her professional life, despite the repression she experienes. She leans up after
others emotionally or soially, and this informal role keeps her in her formal one:
That got promoted or something. Do you know what I mean? I'd always be the
person that kept leaning up after everybody, so-
Informal Professional Organizations
While a formal promotion hierarhy exists for most organizations, the method or proe-
dure for asending to a higher status (e.g. team lead or management) is vague or at least
underspeied. Promotion beomes a ompetition of sorts, and the rst step is to redue
the number of potential promotion andidates. One tool for winnowing the eld is sexism:
informal boys lubs emerge from informal soial workplae onnetions. Beth notied this
at her workplae:
Male. They're all male. It was kind of like a seret lub, it seemed like.
Ivy notied some the men in her department had formed an informal group, the purpose
of whih was to promote leadership from within the group:
But at ChainCo, that was very, very boys' lub. So muh so, that the guys
that wanted to be the leads reated themselves a little Monday morning meeting
group that only they were invited to.
Ivy also notied she was expliitly not invited to join in the boys lub meetings, based
mainly on her gender:
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And you're not going to be in the Monday morning meeting.
Next, Ivy notied the boys lubs eorts were suessful: they had eliminated her as
a leadership andidate, despite her long years of experiene as a developer and leadership
qualiations:
And you knew who was going to get promoted from like a level two. So I'd be
there... I'd been there for a really long time, had a lot of years of experiene in
data warehousing. And they'd bring in these guys a year after me, and all of a
sudden they're making them level threes. And you know they're making them
level threes beause they're ... they get invited to this Monday morning group
that the guys set up that only ertain people are invited to.
Ivy is passed over for leadership, but still has all the maturity and leadership skill as
she before. The dierene now is that the new team lead  appointed by the boys lub 
knows Ivy was exluded from the promotion proess. The new team lead is still a member
of the boys lub, and now exludes Ivy from daily software engineering operations the way
she was exluded from the promotion proess. Ivy's ideas are disregarded, her ompetene
disounted, and her prospets for promotion are less than before:
And you need to listen to this guy who knows less than you and has less data
warehousing experiene than you. He's your lead.
In the wake of being passed over for promotion by a less experiened man, Ivy needs to
go to her manager, with whom she fortunately has a good, ollegial onnetion. Through
her manager, she is able to have her ideas implemented despite her team lead's bias against
her:
And I'll be like, Here's what I think. I think duh duh duh duh duh. And he'd
be like, That's good. And he'll take it bak to the boys.
I note arefully here that Ivy's ollegial relationship with her manager is unique; most
I.T. employees don't have the ear of their manager over their team lead.
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Counterprodutive Habits
One logial onsequene of habitus is the internalization of the rules and norms whih not
only govern behavior, but the development of thought itself. Axiomati to Bourdieu's theory
of habitus is how behavior and thought reinfore eah other. It is therefore ontraditory
when it seems they don't. This setion will present several seeming ontraditions between
how several female interviewees viewed their areers and the areers of others, and the
systemati female suppression whih the I.T. habitus entails.
The setions below are problemati, prinipally beause the observations presented here
are sometimes at odds with interview quotes. This onit must be treated with are, espe-
ially beause it assumes the female interviewees are not entirely aware of the ontradition
between their insights into their own areers and the onditions in whih those areers exist.
Misplaed Individualism
Individualism is a dear Amerian value, one whih we attribute to those we respet most.
Fiere individualism must be a primary attribute or virtue of the suessful. In the following
interview passage, Thomasina talks about how she tries to impart independene to her family
and work olleagues in order to support them:
I think in my own life, I've tried. I have hildren and now grandhildren, and
I've tried to not impose any stereotypes on them as far as gender, and no gender
biases. My grandhildren are relatively young, but still, it starts at a very young
age I think. So, from a professional areer aspet, I think we haven't done enough
as an organization, and Beatrie would agree with this, and that's why we're
trying to hange that to get atively involved in bringing more young women
into this areer, and to giving them support when they need it.
The diulty with Thomasina's sense of individuality is that it reets the mistaken views
of her male olleagues. The three issues Thomasina identies are gender stereotypes, and
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mentoring / supporting young women in I.T. The problem is that eah of these aren't isolated,
as the single person is; they exist in a soietal, soial, and often eonomi ontext. The idea
of the self-made man or self-made woman turns invisible the persons, irumstanes, and
luk whih has supported them throughout. Later in the interview, Thomasina reiterates
the importane of individuality over onnetion:
Well, when I say support, it's giving them maybe training or mentoring that they
need to be suessful in their areer in the workplae. My experiene has been,
and I think maybe ... I won't speak for anyone else, but I think if you prove
yourself, and how do you prove yourself, how do you prove yourself that you an
funtion as well as anybody else doing that job? So, I think what we need to do
is give young women the opportunity to prove that they an funtion as well as
any man an in that position.
Thomasina traes her thoughts and inlinations about individuality to family onnetions:
In thinking about this, and thinking about what I might be able to tell you, I keep
going bak to the fat that I was raised with this attitude, there isn't anything I
an't do if I want to. I feel like maybe that's what I bring to everything. Don't
tell me I an't. I don't even have to say it, it's just maybe in the way that I
approah things.
Most interviewees I spoke with had insight into their dependene on their onnetions
with friends and family, olleagues, and mentors who had helped them in their arers. In
some ases, these onnetions made their areers or its ontinuation possible. The important
part is, they aknowledge as muh. The problem is, they still see themselves primarily as
individuals, instead of hiey part of the same soial system whih supported them.
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Representation Diulties
The lower number of women in I.T. means less representation by women in all hierarhial
ranks: few female developers in the lower ranks means even fewer female team leads or
managers. Nonetheless, women look to whomever they an for inspiration. Connie ites an
example of this:
Fair, fair, a sense of fairness is what I get from her too, and I look up to her in
that way, and that's the reason why I feel like there needs to be more female,
whether it's like I have had bad female manager too, and it just so happens is
now I have a very good female in management, who I look up to, so I think it's
good to have more of them.
Kari also has a similar sentiment about a mentor of hers:
And I'm ghting hard for this position beause the vie president is a female.
And I've had suh a onnetion with her and maybe more than what she thinks
it is with me. But she handed a book out to me and another female about ...
this book, about like Nie Girls Don't Get the Corner Oe. And so I've been
using that as sort of like my oahing Bible. Yeah, Nie Girls Don't Get the
Corner Oe.
One of the problems of impoverished representation is lak of diversity in the broadest
sense: not only gender diversity, but raial diversity, lass diversity, and even dierenes in
personality. Leaders are inspiring, but we relate to leaders that are more like us than less.
Perfetionism
Interviewees typially put a great deal of pressure on themselves to perform well; a heightened
perfetionism whih governed not only the substane of their work (the soure ode), but the
ontext around it as well: the proess by whih their work was produed, the extent and depth
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to whih their work was tested, and its durability in prodution omputing environments.
Ivy puts it suintly:
You annot make a mistake. That is one thing. I have learned to basially be
perfet, or to over my mistakes very arefully.
Ivy's quote also reveals the srutiny women suer in work environments; high pressure,
high visibility, and sexist bias against any mistakes they make, often the same mistakes
as their male ounterparts. This tendeny toward perfetionism also prevents women from
entering the I.T. eld, delays their entry when they do, or enourages their early exit. As in-
diated earlier, several women inluding as Ivy and Beth had non-I.T. undergraduate majors.
Both women entered the I.T. eld later than their male olleagues and spent longer prepar-
ing in the proess. Women suh as Theresa, Tabatha, and Trina did have undergraduate
I.T. majors, but spent longer preparing before seeking promotion.
Perfetionism is also an instane where the sexism of the I.T. habitus is exerised on
women not only by men or by other women, but by themselves. The srutiny women reeive
justies their aution, but the distintion between responding to srutiny and internalizing
ritial voies is a ne one indeed. As mistaken as the impulse may be, it should ome as no
surprise. As illustrated earlier, this is the way habitus works.
Work in Isolation
Work in isolation  alone  emerged as a lear theme in all ten of the interviews. Theresa
worked for very a small I.T. department in a muh larger organization and speialized in
one very arefully bounded area of responsibility. Connie, Beth, Ivy, Tabatha, and Luinda
all had very speialized skill sets, whih enabled them to work mainly by themselves and
report to a single manager. Kari, Trina, and Linda typially worked in teams, though small
teams. Thomasina was a system administrator, and depending on the size and struture of
the ompany may have worked by herself or in a small team. Whatever the details of their
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work situation, all interviewees had managed their areers arefully and to the point where
their daily interations  espeially with men  were very arefully presribed.
To all this a ounterprodutive habit would be inaurate, at least for the women in-
volved. On the ontrary, their relative soial isolation not only suited their personalities,
but ensured they were produtive in their daily duties. For the I.T. habitus, however, this
women's oping mehanism is learly at odds with the team-oriented ideas assoiated with
typial I.T. departments. Isolated work also doesn't lend itself to soial forms of knowledge
or the development of a ommon knowledge base. Again, this is more of a problem for the
department or ompany than it is for the female employees.
Finding positions where one an work by one's self is also more diult than nding
a team position. Popular I.T. management methodologies suh as Srum or Agile assume
a team work struture, or at least a funtionally interdependent one. One they found a
position where they ould work in solo, few interviewees were willing to leave them unless
under severe irumstanes (e.g. Linda, Tabatha and Kari's ompanies losed, respetively).
Female Suppression
Sexism is sometimes exerted by women on other women. For instane, Connie reounts a
female manager she found diult to work for, who seemed to be an exeption among past
managers she had known:
One I felt that I was performing well, but my performane review were on-
sistently poor, sometime negative, it was just very disouraging, so the last one
and a half year, like after the rst review, it was like, okay, beause I kept on
working more, and delivering quality work, what I think is very quality work, but
it was always disouraged. Like, oh, no, no, no, that was the like, you know.
So WebCo was a dierent experiene, I'd say. I learned something about having
... Some of the folks used to say, you don't work for a ompany, you work for
people, I think that's when I understood that, why it was said that, beause
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having a good manager was very, very important at that point, and that's why
even today I look for a good manager and not for a great job.
Ivy reounts a similar experiene at the same employer, in whih she had developed an
ad-ho user group for the data her development group produed. Ivy's supervisor Franine
suppressed Ivy's eorts despite the advantages Ivy's ations would have brought:
And then I started this little user group, so we ould talk through it. You know,
How are you using the data? Beause I really wanted to understand it. And it
wasn't like ... I wasn't trying to get ahead bak then. I didn't even know what
I was doing. I was just trying to market our data more and, you know, kind of
get a single version of truth. What are we doing here? Where do we want to go
with it? Whih everybody loved. The people that were in WebCo were loving
that meeting. And Franine's like, Don't do that anymore.
Franine's suppressing Ivy's initiative may have been based on some kind of pereived
disruption of a soial order intended to aompany the management hierarhy struture.
That, or plain jealousy, whih may be a simpler explanation. In her urrent employment, Ivy
still experienes suppression from her female olleagues, though this mainly ours as a kind
of soial bak-stabbing. Rather than leaving room for interpersonal dierenes, other women
whose approval Ivy doesn't quite aquire invent reasons for her to be denied advanement
or opportunity:
If I'm not happy with something, I'm not going to talk about them behind their
bak. I think that happens a lot. Ivy's this, or Ivy's that, or ... I've found
through the grapevine that people say things about me and put me in a box
throughout my areer. Like you told me, and it ... Things ... And they stik
with me, David. They never go away.
Sometimes, women reeive pressure from other women to onform to traditional gender
standards, whih naturally disourage women from partiipating in any of the STEM or
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I.T. elds. In the following exerpt, Linda reounts a time in high shool when despite her
uriosity and play with omputers, she was disouraged from pursuing an I.T. areer by a
female guidane ounselor:
And then, my senior year, my math teaher said he was oering a ourse in
omputer programming, and it was on an Apple IIe with a 5.25 oppy disk, and
I wanted to take that. Well, my high shool ounselor said ... she told me, Well, I
don't think you should take that ourse, 'ause even the smart kids have problem
with it, whih seemed odd to me beause that was like the seond time they
were teahing this ourse, so what was her trak reord on? I was just stubborn,
very stubborn. I said, I'm gonna take this ourse. I got an A in it. The other
kids were oming to me for trying to gure out, How did you do that? So then,
I did go to UND for eletrial engineering.
At one point, Linda reeived negative attention from the wives and girlfriends of her male
I.T. olleagues, simply for being a woman in the men's workplae:
So, then this mean girl dynami started, whih is just ... I said, This isn't worth
it. This is too small-town. This is too ridiulous. This is just ... I don't need to
be in junior high again. I don't get it, and similar things have happened other
times. You have to work with this guy and then say, Oh, here's my wife. Yeah,
say hi, and the wife is like, `Mm-mm. You're like, Really? Come on, and it's
just ... if you're a woman, you'd know right away. Guys are lueless
4
.
In rarer ases, women ould be hostile or territorial to eah other, to the point where it
inuened areer deisions. Tabatha reounts one work environment where the women were
so openly antagonisti, she opted for a dierent department and with it a dierent areer:
Yeah, ompetition but also just, I'm going to make your life miserable. I'm
going to make things hard for you. The more you try to t in, the harder I'm
4
Guilty as harged, Linda.
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going to make it for you. I'm going to sabotage you. A lot more talking behind
baks and stu like that. I experiened that both when I ... in ollege I worked
at the University of Northern Iowa hospitals and linis. I experiened it there
and then at ProdCo too. Then the women who were in engineering that I met,
they were a lot more pragmati. It's like if there was maybe some ompetition,
it's more like the hallenge ompetition to bring out your best, like one-up, but
not to sabotage or to make somebody feel bad.
Grief
When we sat down for the interviews, I deliberately opened the onversation for them to
express whatever views they wished. I arefully emphasized the ironlad ondentiality
silene the study's IRB areditation requires me to keep, and that I nd it ompletely
aeptable and reasonable. I realized my presene as a man may have dampened their
pereived freedom to omplain, so on oasion, I would make observations about the sexism
I believe they had experiened. I would omment to the eet that I thought it unfair or
unjust. My goal throughout was to enable them to speak as freely as possible.
Later, I reviewed the transribed reordings and I was astonished at what I found. On
oasions when I would omment on the sexism they experiened, the interviewee would
typially reply with one of two responses: basi assent or diversion. If they agreed with me,
they would usually say Yes., Uh-huh., nod their head, or otherwise indiate agreement. If
they agreed, though, it would only be in brief. Seldom would they elaborate. On oasions
when they disagreed, instead of indiating assent, they would divert the topi to something
they believed instead about the situation, or hange the topi to something else entirely.
The range of emotion they expressed during the interviews indiated a professional de-
meanor: very matter-of-fat, with oasional inetion for emphasis. They would often
onvey things in a best light. A best light ould be a positive point of view, levity, or
humor. They expressed frustration, but never anger. This emotional range is onsistent for
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women following the rules and norms (habitus) of the professional I.T. workplae, given their
gender. These women were no exeption. Men routinely show frustration and anger with
impunity, but not women. This was reeted in the women's interviews.
The one non-professional emotion they did show was grief. Sometimes their eyes would
well with tears as they spoke, sometimes the tears owed. They seemed aware of the problem
of sexism, even if just at that moment. One interviewee apologized for getting emotional,
as if to aknowledge the impropriety of feeling as she did, or at least of showing it. I am
still unertain at times how to interpret this experiene, but I understand at least that they
would feel onited about their experiene and what they may understand as a result of
disussing it, and I am honored they would take this risk with me.
5 Analysis
The women interviewed here showed that they ould not and did not stay in a state of
permanent loss. Their personal resiliene bolstered by external supports, they improved
their situation to a livable  if not always omfortable  new status quo. This setion will
explore the dierent ways these women reovered from loss and built their areers and the
areers of other women like them.
Women's resiliene to the eets of the I.T. habitus omports with Wenger's theories on
ommunities of pratie. In a knowledge-based profession suh as I.T., learning is essential
for the ontinuation of one's areer. If Wenger's theory is orret, ommunity must be formed
somehow, in order to support the learning neessary to sustain a areer. In the following
setions, we will see how women reate their own ommunities of support to sustain their
I.T. areers.
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Symboli Capital
Symboli apital is the basis of ompetene and is the primary urreny between I.T. work-
ers. Espeially in instanes where they understand they are paying premium soial and
ultural apital, women are areful to notie any problems determining the soial prie of
an interation. For instane, one annot be inompetent or non-ompetent and still perform
well. Trina notied this in one of her Computer Siene ourses:
Yeah, and I atually missed one of her lasses, so I missed the lass where we got
the paper bak, or our tests. Everybody in the lass failed the test. I was the
only one who got an A on that partiular test and she was about to read me the
riot at, and then she was, Oh yeah, you're the one that passed. And I'm like,
I didn't just pass, I aed it.
Similarly, Connie notied that while she reeived poor work reviews at WebCo, she re-
eived very good reviews at BookCo. This, despite her doing the best work she ould for
both ompanies, and both ompanies being reputable:
Yeah. I think I left on a very, for myself, on a very positive note, beause after
that, I went to BookCo, and it was really soul boosting for me. That I'm worth
something, I'm worth a lot, a lot more than ... I am smart, is what I found out...
Then I was like, Oh, that means I am smart, so that felt good. I think after
that point, everything went a little up for me.
Connie frames the experiene as pedagogial; a learning experiene from whih she
derives further ondene:
I learned from everybody. Later, after working with a lot more, then I realized
that it's not the year of experiene, it's how muh you know that translates to
how smart you are, or how muh I should learn from you, so that was good. I
learned a lot from that team, a lot in tehnial world.
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Arguably, the teaher of this pedagogial experiene is Connie, not the experiene itself.
It would be easy enough  perhaps easier  to interpret her experiene at WebCo as evidene
she should leave her hosen areer, not pursue it further. Ivy has similar thoughts, noting
how she has progressed in tehnial skill and work responsibility, despite low management
reviews:
This sounds oky, but sometimes I feel like I know more sometimes than the
people that I'm ... are my leads. They gave me this low review. Like, You're not
adaptable. You really need to work on that. I'm like, I just solved the problem
that you guys didn't know what to do with. I'm ... They didn't want to make
me a lead, but I've got guys who an't make deisions. I'm the one doing the
design work.
Notiing ontraditions between formal evaluation and work promotion beomes a pat-
tern; something they notie more with every example. Theresa sees other olleagues, mostly
male, who evaluate their own or other male olleagues performane well, but whih doesn't
ompare well with her own:
Right. I mean, beause I see pokets of ... well, I don't know how muh you're
seeing them. You see pokets of inompetene.
Trina has a similar experiene at her workplae, with other olleagues who over-value
their work:
It was really weird. I was like, Is it beause I an ode irles around him?
Beause, we xed a lot of ode that he had written from the ompany that-
Sometimes ompensation omes at the ost of one's opinion of others (as immediately
above), sometimes not. Whatever the ase, these women are addressing external soures
whih mean to redue their Ständ by degrading their primary soial apital (Competene).
In brief, the women don't allow it, at least not to themselves.
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Cultural Capital
Cultural apital onerns the results of symboli and soial apital, whether as a person or
as an objet. In the ase of software engineering, software soure ode is a very important
form of ultural apital. In the exerpt below, Trina reounts onfronting a male software
engineer about reviewing his software soure ode:
But it was like- We've been pretty ollaborative and this was one of those things,
I even said to him, You know what, I'm really glad I brought you in at the begin-
ning beause if I'm showing you this two days before it was going to prodution
after everybody tested it, I wouldn't be hanging it. So, I think timing is an
issue and some of our ode reviews have not been as timely as they should be.
Today, someone said, I'm done with this ode and this ode and does anyone
have a problem with me moving it to prodution tomorrow? And we're like,
Yeah, all of us. 'Cause you haven't reviewed it with us, nobody has tested it.
Yeah, no. He's like, Well I've tested it. We're like, Yeah, not good enough.
Not even remotely good enough. So, that was interesting. It's like, you know
better. No, it's not going tomorrow. He's just like, Well I've just got so muh-
My hands in so many dierent pots and I just want some of it gone-
In this ase, the male employee doesn't degrade Trina's ultural apital. Instead, he
assumes his own ultural apital is more valuable than hers, to the point where he doesn't
need to follow the typial review proedures where she would review his ode.
Soial Capital
Other forms of soial urreny are also ompensated for, usually personal. Trina reounts her
experiene getting laid o after a vaation, knowing it was likely but not knowing preisely
when it would happen:
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I took one week's ski vaation, ame bak for a week. We had a giant party, giant
happy hour. It was pretty fun. We atually had a happy hour and the diretor
paid for the rst two rounds. I was like, This is not a normal layo.
Trina and her olleagues deided not to take the negative feelings one ould have about a
layo seriously. This larity about how work is situated within life  rather than the reverse
 was a major premise of group dynamis:
Never about work, they're usually about family and life and stu.
Networking
One important way women ompensate for high soial apital pries is networking. Net-
working lowers the prie of soial interation  or at least stands a hane. Tabatha reounts
an hostile work environment, where she irumvented the normal management struture to
improve her situation:
Yes. I mean, yeah, it was. You kind of felt heap like, pulling the senior man-
agement ard, but he was in my hain of ommand and he took are of it, so it
was good. That's the other thing I would say about TankCo, is that they had
not just mentors, but they had advoates.
In Linda's ase, her network of women helped her stay away from potential sexual ha-
rassment or sexual assault:
Yeah, and the other women would be there to tell you, Yeah, stay away from
that guy. That guy's trouble, kind of the whisper network they talk about with
Harvey Weinstein.
Adding new women to development teams presents the opportunity to grow their network,
as well as grow in skills. Kari ites an example where a new female work olleague made her
work environment emotionally safer, whih helped improve her programming skills:
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I ame to the job wanting to learn, and so I would work alongside my older male
ounterpart, just learning how to develop. What made it great was when there
was another young female engineer that ame on board and we bonded and we
started taking over, like ontributing more to the ode base, and atually helping
... like being pivotal in the suess of the projet beause we would be given
these star awards. So it was really nie when you have another female engineer
to just ... where you feel safe and an just bak eah other up and just support
eah other through that journey.
Trina made a point of making friends with new women in the workplae and growing her
network:
It was fairly good and it seems that I've been surrounded by women in a lot
of my projets. That projet I remember was- My partiular team was mostly
women. As a matter of fat, it was mostly white women, whih is interesting.
Yeah, no, I always t in, oh, with women. Or I always feel like I t in. I guess I
just make myself t in. I think it's genetis. My dad's always been that way.
Flexibility
Flexibility is also a very valuable skill, and women may be alled on to be more exible than
their job desription entails. Connie ites an instane where she was exible about her job
title, but in the proess was able to leverage her prodigious tehnial skill to her advantage:
I think they are trying to leverage my skillset, as in I already knew big data, and
I have tehnial bakground, and I had been in an analytis team where I had
learned enough about marketing the business, so they see a good ombination. I
have a very good ombination, where I know the business, so I understand what
needs to be done, or I understand the business problem when somebody omes
to us, and I am tehnial enough where I know where I need to interept myself,
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and how to get help from IT, if needed. Yeah, now I'm talking IT, sine I'm in
marketing, but-
Sometimes, a sense of humor  even a dry or ironi one  is needed at the same time as
exibility. In one instane, Ivy was ritiized by her managers as not being exible, despite
her result on a Strength Finders professional skills test:
They gave me ... You know the ve ... the Strength Finders? My top strength
nder is adaptability.
Sometimes, there's now way to desribe the kind of exibility you need, other than the
just go with it kind of attitude Luinda desribes:
Yeah, you an just boune.
Tabatha
I just kind of fell into it, beause anything you ould do to improve the ommuni-
ation, beause they kept butting heads so muh. Nobody was like, hostile about
it or anything like that, whereas I think at Lokheed it was, only ertain people
ould talk, only ertain people have value, only ertain people were important
enough. Titles are status, and that kind of thing.
The ability to walk away from a job rather than ght unneessarily about or for it is also
a form of exibility. Trina desribes one suh instane:
And a week later I asked him Had he thought about it. And he's like, Yeah,
in six months we'll revisit it. And I'm like, I'm not doing this for six months.
And then I left. At the end of his speeh he was like, Are you gonna look for
a new job? And I was like, That's none of your business. It's just not. And
then I atually- The job I have now fell into my lap so I took it.
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This kind of exibility entails taking the hane that hanging work onditions may or
may not improve them, and to be willing to monitor the work environment arefully. While
doing so, Trina disovers that her manager is the main problem with her job:
Male manager that after she left was almer. She enjoyed her life- Kept the next
job for ve years after that. It was him. Even the rst Trina that had that
position hated her job and realized it was him that made her hate the job.
Mobility
If exibility about work onditions is insuient, it may be neessary to leave and nd
another job. Most women interviewed here had a work history whih inluded multiple
employers, though mostly similar job desriptions. Ivy desribes her feelings when it was
her only remaining option:
I moved ... I nally got tired of dealing with the male boss. So I moved teams
so I didn't have to deal with this guy anymore. Whih I nd I have had to do a
lot in my areer, just say, I an't make this work. So I'll move. I'll either quit
my ... quit the ompany or ...  I quit ChainCojust beause I got tired of the ...
Work in Isolation
One alternative to leaving a ompany is nding a position in it whih isolates them from
problemati teammates or managers. This often aomplishes the same goal as leaving, while
retaining some of the desirable aspets of the work environment.
For some work environments, work isolation means shifting soial engagement to a dif-
ferent part of life, suh as engaging more with non-work friends. Luinda ites an instane
where this was true for her:
Mm-hmm (armative)- Yeah, it was really nie. I don't know. I think I've had
enough jobs sine then where it just hasn't really happened that I'm not really.
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I'm just kind of used to it being this way. So, and you just make friends and
have your lady friends ome over after work.
Some jobs entail isolation by denition, suh as Thomasina's experiene as a ontrat
software engineer:
Mostly, I worked on assignment at a lient's site, and I was plaed as an individ-
ual.
In other ases, isolation or engagement with olleagues is an option to take or leave. Beth
ites one instane where she didn't feel she ould easily engage with other olleagues:
It's all right. I have a seven year old son, so had I not had a seven year old son,
I would be totally out of the loop on video game stu, whih they seem to like
to talk about a lot, and I just really don't are about that kind of stu: a lot of
eating lunh sitting at your desk type stu, whih is a little isolating sometimes.
I don't know why it's that way neessarily. I ame from ... I worked with mostly
young men at my other job, too, and we would ... beause it was a food servie
job, we had a lot of eating together, hanging out together. It didn't seem to be
a big deal, just less soial than my old job, I think.
Disengagement may also our as a result of dierenes in age or seniority, as Connie
disovered:
There were a lot of other interns as well, but I would work alone on a ompany's
projet, yeah.
Collaboration
In a narrow sense, self-are also entails enlisting the help of others. Collaboration as a form
of less formal networking establishes onnetions with others for mutual benet, and often
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personal support. In Trina's ase below, the soial apital resulting from a professional
ollaboration an be a soure of aountability:
it was like- We've been pretty ollaborative and this was one of those things, I
even said to him, You know what, I'm really glad I brought you in at the begin-
ning beause if I'm showing you this two days before it was going to prodution
after everybody tested it, I wouldn't be hanging it. So, I think timing is an
issue and some of our ode reviews have not been as timely as they should be.
Today, someone said, I'm done with this ode and this ode and does anyone
have a problem with me moving it to prodution tomorrow? And we're like,
Yeah, all of us. 'Cause you haven't reviewed it with us, nobody has tested it.
Yeah, no. He's like, Well I've tested it. We're like, Yeah, not good enough.
Not even remotely good enough.
Strutural Support
Representation
The interviewees were aware of their minority status. Beth notied this even while she was
still a student at TeahCo tehnology shool:
I mean, for one thing, it's pretty obvious that you're in the minority. For another
thing, you're talking about it onstantly and people are ... some people don't
really wanna do that, you know, so there was some tension around women and
people. I think it was if you weren't white or you were a woman, you got $500.
There was a sholarship, so when you applied when I was going there, there was
a sholarship for women, people of olor and veterans. So, that was ... a ouple
of the men in the lass were like, I don't get it. Why? And we were just like,
What do you mean? I personally wouldn't have gone had I not seen that they
speially wanted women to go there beause a lot of this stu is like ...
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It was hard going into something like that and knowing you're in the minority
and just looking for that in that situation... I mean, in our oneption of how
you're supposed to behave as an individual, you're not supposed to think about,
Oh, I would like to be people that look like me, beause that's sexist or raist
or something, but everybody does it subonsiously.
Beth hose I.T. beause she loves it, but she also hose it as arefully as she ould, given
the representation she saw in related elds:
In eletrial engineering. And that, speially, that experiene, I was really
turned o by the lak of women. It was like me and one other woman, and rooms
full of ... and my advisor was a woman, but it didn't seem to help... It was
hard going into something like that and knowing you're in the minority and just
looking for that in that situation.
Instead, Beth's time at TeahCo and in her workplae, she was able to nd and reate a
network of olleagues and friends:
There wasn't a lot of girls, and I don't know if it was shoking or not, but I was
felt like ... I did make friends with a lot of other females and the males, but the
balanes, there was a lot more males than there were females.
Theresa has some powerful thoughts on the double-bind low representation auses. Some-
times, the worst sexism is tait:
It's more just like I would show up in a room with nine men, and nobody says
anything or does anything that is rude or just dismissive of anything I have to
say, but I sit there and I feel very unomfortable.
Beth and Theresa's thoughts show how representation is important at every organiza-
tional level. Connie and Ivy were involved in management positions and networking groups
and Kari was involved in leadership lasses sponsored by her employer and women in man-
agement positions.
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Gender: Rapport and Awareness
Trina had a unique relationship with her gay male friends, where she was able to disuss her
professional and personal life more freely than with others:
It helped. Atually, I took him to happy hour to Bua and all the bartenders-
'ause it's a half a mile from my house, so I was there a lot- All the bartenders
were all gay and he's like, And they're ute. He's like, OK, I an do this.
His insights provide her feedbak she doesn't reeive in other ways:
He piks up on tone when people are talking and I just don't always. I do now.
He says, You said this. And I'm like, Yep. And he's said, You said this in
this way that makes me feel like this. And I'm like, OK, then I won't do that
anymore. So, he's always up front about everything and I think it's him being
so up front that has helped everybody else. It works. It makes our team work
better.
Personal Resiliene
Environment
In addition to interpersonal resoures, there were several kinds of internal, personal resoures
and strategies the interviewees used to improve their professional lives. One important
strategy was to regulate or hange their environment when needed. Some environmental
hanges were a result of ompany poliies suh as exible working hours. Theresa ites one
instane where she left a job beause it didn't have the work hour exibility she wanted:
I kind of like the ross between user experiene and development and the web,
speially web-related work. But I think what I didn't like was the orporate
atmosphere and the lient base... But I also had found it restritive with even
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just the nine to ve kind of thing. Most other plaes I've worked have had a little
bit more exibility than that.
Most interviewees needed exibility to aommodate family life, but it also allowed them
to better manage their interations with other employees. The I.T. habitus would have
workers take a stoi or at least indierent attitude toward work environment. However, for
many women, work environment wasn't just poliy, it was ambiene; the workplae had to be
someplae at least nominally pleasant to be during the work day. Theresa ites one instane
where she left a job beause it wasn't:
We worked in basially a dungeon. They've sine moved oes, but where we
were working at the time was in an old mail room, at least the front end devel-
opers. And nobody liked uoresent lighting, whih I understand, right? Fluo-
resent lighting suks.
Roll O
One very ommon theme among interviewees was a basi indierene to sexism, espeially
sexist omments. The following quote from Trina exemplies this attitude, whih she estab-
lished long before starting her I.T. areer:
But, yeah, our professors were pretty even but that might be that whole bias
thing again. 'Cause I just read that artile about this friend, with the run-in,
the raist run-in, texted his ex-girlfriend who happens to live here, and we were
talking about it. She was like, I just always thought we lived suh a wonderful
normal life and there wasn't any raism. There was raism growing up, you just
either take it in and it destroys your life or you just let it roll o your bak-
Trina's family is originally from Jamaia, so she was onsious of strategies for handling
disrimination in the form of raism. These applied just as easily to I.T. sexism. One
ore priniple of the I.T. habitus is a kind of apitalist, Taylorist disloyalty to employees:
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organizations are strutured like fatories, prot depends on prodution, and employees are
organization omponents like fatory mahines. The roll o attitude easily extends from
dealing with sexism to handling management deisions:
My team got dismantled and I got moved to that one team where I was the next
person on the hopping blok. My boss and our diretor both told me that they
had this weird formula. They all looked at it and they went, Trina's the one
that has go to, but we have under-performers aross the board that ould have
been gone. So that- It was ne.
Developers like Trina beome agnosti to the deision methodologies used by management
levels above the software develop. The apparent lak of rhyme or reason to their deision
making is ultimately of no onern:
I have no idea what the formula was. 'Cause I also had a friend in HR that had
known for four months that I was the next person in that team to go.
Optimism
Naturally, there are parts of a person's professional support network whih may prove de-
ient. There is a modium of luk in nding olleagues with whom one an not only work
well, but establish a professional support networks whih will sustain them longer term.
Realizing she needed better work and soializing opportunities, Kari deided to move to a
dierent job:
I feel like everyone has opportunities, maybe more so than others. And sometimes
you gotta take hanes and that everyone has something to bring to the table.
And that has always been my ore belief.
Kari's feelings are also shown later in her interview as she wrestles with whether and how
to pursue her ompany's leadership training and mentorship program. The optimism she
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shows is a kind of multifaeted faith that events and involved persons will work generally in
her favor. Even when not entirely true, this faith osets the pereived risk.
Luk
The I.T. habitus generally attributes suess to merit and skill, and failure to personal defet
or vie. It leaves very little to hane, fortune, or plain luk. This stands in stark ontrast
to the interviewees' experiene, whih inludes a healthy modium of luk when nding and
navigating a healthy work environment. During my interview with Linda, she and I disussed
a point in my areer when I had two simultaneous job oers and was ontemplating whih
one to aept:
Okay, well, don't go to MedCo. They'll hew you up and spit you out. It's, I
think, a matter of being luky and who you work with, but also, they expet you
to work overtime.
Linda talks about the luk whih plays a surprisingly prominent role in organizational
ohesion; ultimately, things will work out, or they won't, and merit may have little to do
with it. As for me, I hose the non-MedCo job oer based on a gut feeling I'd had about
one interview. I got luky, learly. In retrospet, I wish I had known Linda had worked for
MedCo before; I would have had the benet of her insight as I was deiding.
Luk holds a unique plae within the logial of Table 1. The inreased prie men harge
women for soial and ultural interation is based on what they view as the merit of men's
position in I.T. Nothing ould be further from the truth: men's position in I.T.  like their
existene as men  is more aurately attributed to luk than to merit.
Problem Solving Strategy
One way whih the interviewees showed intuitive leadership skill was their exibility toward
ambiguous situations. Regardless of its origins, they were presented with a software-related
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problem whih needed solving, and that was all the motive they needed to solve it. Their
strategy was rst to be exible, and the only premise they held rmly was that the problem
must somehow be solvable. That, or their eorts would prove a valuable feedbak mehanism
to the requirements they reeived.
The rst deision they make is the role they will play, as evidened by Kari's story:
I was asked whether or not whether I wanted to be more software or system.
And so I'm like, I'm going to go with software. I asked like, Where do you
need the help most. And they said software, and I said, Okay. Then I'm going
to go with software.
This rst deision is one of the more ruial ones: where and how to deploy resoures.
One this is deided, they proeed with analyzing and solving the problem at hand, as Trina
illustrates:
It was interesting. Some of the people that worked for- We were at FoodCo. They
felt more pressure than we did 'ause they had to teah us everything and they
were like, We really want you to know this, super fast so I an go do something
else and I don't have to support it anymore. And for me it's always been, If it
works it works, if it doesn't, we'll gure it out, 'ause it's not surgery.
Reframing problems this way makes them a no-lose proposition: either the problem
an (and will) be solved, or the good faith attempt at solving the problem will show how
the requirements should be more losely analyzed.
Age
As women's areers extend into mid-life, they grow in maturity, knowledge, and experiene.
Commensurate with age are stabilizing personal fators suh as long-term relationships with
friends and spouses, and the household stability their hildren require. These fators ombine
to provide their own form of self-ondene, as Beth explains:
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Yeah. I mean I don't neessarily not feel like that at my job. I don't feel that
dierent beause I'm a woman. In the past, I would say when I was working
at orporate jobs after ollege  so this is like 2004, 2005  I had a lot more
skeptiism than now. I don't know if it's 'ause I'm older and 'ause I looked 16,
then.
I don't know. Maybe I have more ondene now, too. That's probably huge.
Beth also notes that as she grew older, others around her pereived and treated her
dierently.
6 Conlusions, Impliations, & Further Study
Leadership Impliations
Leadership impliations for the problem of sexism in I.T. are numerous. First is the problem
of initiative. Leaders who would hange the I.T. ulture must onfront the you go rst
problem: both I.T. workers and management know their workplae would benet from better
ohesion, but both believe the other should go rst to solve the problem. Leaders will need
to bring both together simultaneously, to ommit to rejeting and replaing the urrent
sexist I.T. ulture. This ommitment will require ontinuous negotiation, new ideas, and
reliable feedbak mehanisms (Kramer & Enomoto, 2014). Reduing sexism in the I.T.
workplae will likely require new forms of dialogue between male and female I.T. workers
and management. I.T. workers within ommon soial strata will need to engage with eah
other more to resolve and prevent sexist disrimination, rather than simply obeying orders
from management or Human Resoures.
One brought to their attention, Human Resoures departments are often assigned to
sort out all manner of soial problems. Expliitly, their role is to manage aess to benets
suh as health and retirement, and are sometimes alled on to mediate problemati situa-
tions between employees. Less expliitly, they work losely with the ompany's lawyer(s) to
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help it avoid legal liability. Ausations of gender-based disrimination an render orpora-
tions suseptible to ostly, extensive ourt proeedings and publi relations problems if the
allegations reah publi attention. Whenever suh ausations are brought, diretor-level
and upper management would be notied immediately, and H.R. representatives step in to
mediate the situation. Their approah is very top-down, management-oriented, and legalis-
ti. Additional reporting and surveillane (Fouault, 1977) measures would be implemented,
with the goal of disovering and punishing transgressors.
The top-down, legalisti approah has several advantages. One management is on
board, they an expliitly set the tone for the entire ompany: if top management says
openly that gender-based disrimination is wrong and ounterprodutive, then any ambigu-
ity about it is resolved. Management is also able to provide lear diretion for awareness
initiatives, support groups, or in the best irumstanes, poliies or programs whih en-
ourage and train women for leadership roles. Programs and poliies suh as these are also
popular in progressive urban areas, and may provide a publi relations boost for the om-
pany. This same approah is also limited in several ways. The rst is the basis of judgment:
denitions of disrimination, misondut, and more generally, how to know their eets.
As previously disussed, the I.T. habitus generally prevents workers from sharing dissenting
views with management, so the power of management allows them the prerogative of any
denitions or judgments they hoose. What management annot ontrol is their employees
atual thoughts and feelings, expressed or not. Management's assertion of fore an be met
with assent and ompliane, or baklash and quiet subversion.
Alternatively, one ould use a bottom-up, grassroots approah instead. On a small sale,
eorts against sexism would onsist of small-group interation and organization. Goals
for these groups would be equally small-sale, though important: disuss and monitor the
progress men make in breaking sexist habits, hear women's areer stories, and take steps to
further women's areers. Cooperation and reativity should be the entral values of these
groups, as muh as mutual benet. Men may need to ede power at times, though the
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pratial realities must be understood arefully.
This approah would require sponsors and advoates at the lowest hierarhial levels of
employment (i.e. software engineers), and would need to be balaned equitably by gender.
The organizational and morale strutures would be similar to soial movements (Buehler,
2000; Clemens & Minko, 2003; Hall et al., 2011; Tilly & Wood, 2013) suh as the ivil
rights movement (Civil Rights Movement, 2018), the human rights ampaign (Human Rights
Campaign, 2018), the equal rights amendment (Equal Rights Amendment, 2018), and the
#MeToo movement (#MeToo Movement, 2018). This approah is also limited in several
ways. Without juridial fore, the movement's entral issues or motives an be viewed as
simply optional to those in positions of privilege (i.e. men). Movements are risky for this
reason, and are vulnerable to ounter-movements and anonymous (e.g. online) attaks.
The problem of sexism, like any repression, requires persistent eort to overome. Neither
the legalisti nor movement-oriented approahes are perfet; both are vulnerable to dissent,
both internal and external. Not everyone will agree ompletely with either approah. For
that matter, not everyone is likely to believe sexism exists. The most prudent ourse of ation
may be a balane between the juridial and movement approahes; a balane of oerive
power and internal transformation. A feedbak loop between oial and unoial soures
should be established, in order to gauge quantiable and qualiable progress. Perhaps the
greatest soure of risk is the men onerned. Men are viewed with suspiion by the juridial
approah, yet must be regarded as allies by the grassroots approah. This tension must be
understood and aknowledged, sine it will displae the omfortable privilege men previously
enjoyed.
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Future Researh
Leadership Development
The rst area of researh is an appliation of leadership impliations presented in the previous
setion: a hybridization of juridial and movement approahes to ending sexism. Implement-
ing this idea would require women's support groups, support from management, and mens
groups designed to break sexist habits.
The women interviewed for this researh all worked at medium to large ompanies. For-
tunately, ompanies of this size generally inlude enough women to form support groups.
Women's support groups an aid in failitating women's areers and providing moral sup-
port. These groups will need to develop strategies for working with men in new ways,
negotiating new terms without ompromising their position.
Upper and middle management who agree to anti-sexism eorts would need to support
both men and woken in their eorts. The reinforing power movements lak must be supplied
by the organizations they inhabit. Not to mention, ompanies ould also provide basi
infrastruture suh as meeting spae and eletroni bulletin or posting boards.
One important third piee of the new anti-sexism eorts would be mens meeting groups.
These groups would be designed to explore new anti-sexism onepts and support eah other
in breaking sexist habits. One onstrutive way to explore new habits would be to make
women's invisible work as visible as possible. Men would be enouraged to be as involved
as possible in emotional work, both at home and in the oe. Men inreasing their roles
at home would give them a better idea of the stress women are under as they support both
their family and work olleagues. Men inreasing their use of sik and vaation time to take
are of hildren ould provide them a pratial understanding of how time away from work
an erode their hanes of promotion. If enough men atually did as women did, how would
their new insights hange how they viewed the way work life and family interat? Would
their new insight prevent women's areers from stalling when women ommit their lives not
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only to their work, but to their family?
Gamergate Case Study
One adjunt area of researh is the nature and role of sexism in men's ulture outside
the I.T. workplae. Video games are very popular in general, but are espeially popular
among adolesent boys. Video games entail user esape from reality, and with a few notable
exeptions, rarely depit real worlds aurately. This is deliberate and usually adds to the
appeal of the game.
What video games annot ontrol for is the amount of time boys play them. Healthy
video gaming entails a broad soial perspetive: video games are part of a muh larger soial
life whih inludes a great deal of personal interation. Healthy young men not only interat
in shool, but through soial gatherings, events, and sports. Many times, video game play
inludes personal interation (e.g. via headset).
A less healthy pratie is where the games provide soially inseure boys an esape from
interpersonal interation. Online gaming often requires a user to reate a personal prole
or harater to represent them in the game, most of whih are as fantastial as the game
itself. When taken too seriously, the gamer hides from their real life in the life of the online
harater and opts for the personal anonymity the game provides.
The Gamergate ontroversy onerns sexism among soially inseure male gamers. An
online Wikipedia artile summarizes it well (Wikipedia, 2018):
In 2013, Zoë Quinn, an independent game developer, released Depression Quest,
a text-foused game designed to onvey the experiene of depression though a
series of tional senarios, based in part on Quinn's own experiene with the
illness. The game reeived positive reviews in the gaming media, but faed
baklash online from gamers who disliked its departure from typial game formats
emphasizing violene and skill and who opposed politial intrusions into gamer
ulture. Quinn was subjeted to several months of harassment after its release,
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inluding rape and death threats. Quinn doumented the harassment she reeived
and spoke openly to the media about it, whih led to an even greater intensity
of abuse against her, inluding the posting of her home address online. She
ultimately ed her house out of fear for her safety.
There exists extensive journalisti overage of Gamergate, inluding Zoë Quinn's own
rsthand aount (Quinn, 2017). Most striking about the ase is the severity of the attaks
against Ms. Quinn given the nature of her transgression against the norms governing
gaming and game review. The attaks seem, in a word, overblown; exaggerated displays of
aggression, open hostility, and threats against her person. None of these seem warranted,
exept perhaps to their larger male audiene.
I am unable to nd any disiplined sholarly analysis of Gamergate, or more generally,
the hostility some gamer boys feel toward women. The importane of the situation, however,
should not be underestimated: the boys who responded so violently to Ms Quinn are exatly
the sort who grow up to be software engineers as men. An analysis of Gamergate would
draw on several soial theories, inluding Durkheim's theory of symboli interation and
soial ritual (Collins, 1994), standpoint theory (Au, 2011), and Irving Goman's theory
of roles (Goman, 1959). The analysis would also use tools suh as Linoln's taxonomy
and analysis of anomalies (Linoln, 2014), and intersetionality theory applied to women's
ulture and geek ulture (bell hooks, 2014). Appliation of this researh would feed bak
into the anti-sexism researh (leadership impliations) outlined earlier, espeially regarding
men who vehemently oppose it.
From Where I Stand
I remember meeting with Ivy reently, to interview her for this researh. We both re-told our
side of the WebCo story, adding a few details about what had happened before, afterward,
and sine then. I remember the situation with Franine, Ivy, and Connie as being unique
to my areer; I had never up to that point had suh trouble with a manager, and really
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hadn't sine. During my onversation with Ivy, I disovered this experiene was deidedly
not unique to to Ivy. Ivy had done muh, muh more than survive in her areer. She had
thrived and earned a managements spot at a small ompany where she was well-respeted
by her olleagues, well-liked by her manager, and enjoyed her work as a software engineer.
But her areer had ome at a personal ost, one that I not only had never paid, but one I
never dreamed anyone would pay.
I reognize the irony deeply embedded in the work presented here. That a middle-aged,
middle lass, white male  the piture of privilege, espeially in I.T.  would take up the
issue of sexism in his own workplae is problemati to say the least. Some would say I have
no business writing about it; that sexism aets women diretly and therefore is exlusively
their purview. Others might ask why I are, or would nd suspet any motive I would oer.
All of these are fair objetions, and in the publi sphere, I am no doubt as guilty as harged
5
.
But these perfetly good objetions do nothing to solve the problem. From a stritly
pratial point of view, sexism is ounterprodutive. The I.T. unemployment rate is under-
water, and job reruiters have diulty nding andidates. I still reeive soliitations to ll
job postings almost daily
6
, and if I turn them down, they always ask for referrals. Male-
dominated software development teams are rife with ompetition, whih is known to degrade
performane (Johnson & Johnson, 2012). Conversely, team diversity is known to improve
performane (Thompson, 2015; Woolley, Malone, & Chabris, 2015), starting as early as the
undergraduate lassroom (Kim, Fann, & Misa-Esalante, 2011; Ng, 2008).
Ethis is still at the ore of this investigation (Thaher, 2006), so, I oer now what
I oered at the beginning of this study: the intuition that something doesn't seem right;
isn't fair despite appearanes and aepted norms. Sexism degrades the I.T. workplae from
several points of view, but primarily a personal one. And I am areful, here: my point is
not to ooad a personal problem onto any one person, but make it the responsibility of
5
No, as guilty as harged is not a mistake. In the publi eye, ondemnation and guilt are often the
same; the where's there's smoke, there's re shool of law.
6
Well, for now. We'll see if this hanges one this dissertation is published.
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the I.T. workplae whih fosters it.
Conlusion
Sexism  and those who would pratie it  eventually presses its advantage too far. Women
reat rst out of a sense of basi self-worth; that whatever sexism has been fored on them
is no longer entirely reasonable and annot be unritially obeyed. There is room for them
to keep their own ounsel. There must be. Eventually, women examine their lives and
experienes, espeially with an eye for ontraditions. Women also begin to reah out to
other women  primarily  for support, both emotional and pratial. They also look for
advanement in their areers, seeking representation as software engineering speialists and
as management. This yle of self-worth, self-reetion, outreah, and ation is exerised
repeatedly as they build their areers and gradually make the I.T. habitus visible. Their
eorts do relatively little to hange the habitus, but instead inoulates them to it. They
are no longer aeted as intended, and feel no reservations about maneuvering their areers
until they nd a situation whih suits them. Sexism no longer has any grip on what they
should do, only what they an do.
The major ndings of this researh reveal substantial dierenes between the way men
and women in I.T. are viewed and judged. Most of these are unexpeted; buried deep in
soial ontext and nuane. The omplexity of the situation bolsters its redibility. Many
problems presented here will not be easily or quikly solved; it's diult to know whih
problem is most important and even more diult to know where to begin in solving them.
These objetions, however, do nothing to diminish the importane of addressing as diretly
as possible the problem of sexism in I.T. and elsewhere.
The greatest advantage of the work presented here is the women's voies themselves.
Admittedly I have summarized muh of what I heard in interviews, but exept in instanes
where I demonstrate onnetions between their testimony and its larger ontext, I have
served mainly as reporter. Certainly, it is my goal to preserve as muh of their voie as
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possible. The leadership impliations identied in the previous setion may provide some
guidane; a larger and more nuaned onversation about sexism in the workplae is ertainly
merited. That, oupled with some onrete, tangible hanges in the habits  the habitus 
whih so eortlessly supports sexism.
Now, if you'll exuse me, there are a few men I would like to speak with.
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Appendix
Author's Note
This doument was produed using the L
A
T
E
X typesetting language and assoiated tehnolo-
gies, as adapted for and distributed with the Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating system.
Researh Questions
The interview began with some informal questions, intended to begin a onversation about
the interviewee's areer in I.T. These questions were designed to understand the appeal
the interviewee felt toward programming, the software programming praties they reated
for themselves, and the support (or lak of support) whih the interviewee reeived for
programming.
 What rst interested you about omputers? What was the appeal for you?
 What were your rst experienes with omputers like? Who was involved?
 What kinds of things did you like best about omputers?
 At what point did you onsider programming? Desribe the experiene.
 Did you talk to anyone about programming? If so, what did you talk about?
 How did your experiene of programming feel over time?
 Did anyone you know also program omputers? Do you know what that experiene
was like for them?
 How did your experiene of programming ompare to others you knew who were doing
the same?
 How did others feel about you programming?
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 Who supported your programming? What did they say?
 Was there anyone who wasn't so keen about you programming? What did they say?
 Was there anyone who was indierent to you programming? Was it expeted, or not?
 Did you have friends who also programmed?
With the previous questions as a kind of iebreaker or warmup, the interview pro-
eeded to more probing questions involving the workplae
7
:
 What norms for team interation do you nd suitable or omfortable? Whih would
you like to hange?
 How well do you feel valued by your teammates? By the ompany you work for?
 In what ways do you feel being a woman is dierent from being a male team member?
 Whih, if any, standards or norms do you feel apply to you but not to the men on your
team? To men in general?
 Conversely, are there standards or norms whih you feel apply to men but not to
women?
 What proess does your team have for reviewing ode or appliation design?
 How do you feel about the norms used to evaluate your software design or oding?
 How are onits about software design or oding resolved?
 What proess does your ompany have for evaluating work performane?
 How do you feel about these proesses (team and orporate), and how have they
inuened your areer?
7
Questions with additional indentation are follow-on questions from the previous.
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 How evenly or fairly are orporate poliies applied to you, versus other team members?
 Have you reeived bonuses, raises, and promotions at approximately the same time as
others who are also at your stage of their areers?
One indiret goal of these questions was to nd the point at whih the interviewee's
programming experiene beame self-reinforing. The sope of personal support was still
narrow, but the amount and quality of their programming experiene has no limitations.
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